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THE STRUCTURE OF HEAVY NUCLEI:
A STUDY OF VERY WEAK ALPHA BRANCHING

Charles Michael Lederer

Lawrence Radiation Laboratory
University of California

Berkeley, California

September 27, 1963

ABSTRACT

Very weak alpha branching in heavy elem.ents was studied by a

recently developed coincidence technique, This technique makes it

possible to measure the energies and intensities of both a~particle

groups and de~exciting radiation, even when the transition intensities

are as low as 10~8 relative to the most intense alpha group. Twenty

. 1 0 £ P 214 F 254 h b . da-partlc e emltters rom 0 to m ave een examIne ,

00+ states ("beta vibrations ail were observed in six even-even

nuclei, and analogous states were found in three odd~mass: nuclei.

They are in general characterized by low alpha-decay hindrance factors

and roughly equal de -excitation by electric monopole and quadrupble

transitions. However, the de -excitation of these states is in disagree~

ment with vibrational model predictions in certain cases; more im

portant, the de-excitation and other properties of the states exhibit

some irregular variations from nucleus to nucleus which are evidence

£01' some particle character in the states.

Information was also obtained about some other types of levels.

A number of 1~ states (i1octupole vibrations il~ were observed, and a

possible 2- state was observed in U
236

A state that a.ppears to be

analogous to the 1=octupolestates of even-even nuclei was observed in

U
235

. In Pu
239

, a K:= 3/2+[631] band was identified with reasonable

certainty, and numerous particle states were observed in Bk
249

• al

though it was not possible to dassHythern. No 22+ states (aagamma

vibrations iI) were observed, and it appears that the alpha transitions to

these states are rather highly retarded.
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10 INTRODUCTION

A recently developed coincidence technique ITlakes it possible

to study very weak transitions occurring in alpha decay, The ITlethod

has been used to study excited levels up to about 1 MeV in heavy nu

cleL In the experiITlents reported in this paper, energy levels of nu~

1 0 f P'b210 Cf250 h b . dc el TOITl . to ave een eXaITllne ,

Much of what is known about nuclear level structure can be

explained in terrns of seITli-independent nucleons in a central fidd. In

recent years this ITlodel has been extended to include spheroidally de~

forITled fields, 1 The level structure of deforITled, odd~rnass nuclides

in the heavy-element region has been successfully interpreted in this
2

way. The band structure which also occurs in the heavy ITlass region

is well characterized as arising froITl collective surface-wave rotation

of the deforITled nucleus,

However, a nUITlber of states in even~even nuclides cannot be

described satisfactorily as particle excitations or as rotations, Like

rotations, these have been characterized as collective states because:

L Their E2 and E3 transition probabilities, as ITleasured in

Coulomb excitation, are enhanced beyond single~particle estiITlates,

2, The states occur below the energy gap defined by the odd-even

ITlass difference,

3, States with the saITle spin and parity occur somewhat systeITlati

cally in ITlany nuclei,

More detailed explanations of these states have ITlct with SOITle

success, In the two major regions of defol'ITlation, the states have

been described as surface-wave vibrationso£ an axially syIT1ITletric

ellipsoid.,3 The 00+, 22+, and 01- states that occur in even-even nu

clides a.re characterized as beta vibrations, gaITlITla vibrations, and

octupole vibrations, (The quantuITl nUITlbers KI'iT are used throughout

the paper to denote states of deformed nuclei. Single-particle levels

of odd~ITlass nuclides are sOITletiITles d.esignated by the additional

Nilsson quantum numbers l Nn A], Excited 00+ and 02+ states are
z



are distinguished from members of the ground-state band by the con~

text in which they appear.) Coulomb excitation studies sho'w that the

E3transition probabilities between the gjfound~stateband and the

K =0- bands are enhanced relative to single=po\Jrticle estimates. E2

transition probabilities between the grou.nd state and the K ~ Ot and

K ~ 2+ bands are likewise enhanced.. The K '" 0+ ba.nds decay by strong

monopole transitions. AU these facts a:r.e in aCiCordwith the vibra~

tional modeL On the other hand. there are good reasons lor believing

.that the vibrational descriptiqn of these states is inadequate. The ex~

citation energies are comparable to the energies of particle excitations,

so one would not expect the vibrations to be adiabatic. The E2 traES~

ition probabilities are on the order of only a few B:ing].e~partideunits.

corn.pared with hundreds: foX' rotational~bandE~" traus:itioY)IJ].

More detailed experimental info:nnation about 9ucoHective 91

states of heavy elements is dHf:l,cult to obtain. because there is no

simple, generally applicable way to excite them. Methods such as

Coulomb excitation and nuclear reactions are unmudLtable because of the

short lifetimes of most heavy nnd.ides and hence the general absence

of suitable target materials. Beta~decay stll).rlies a7fe limited to cases

in which a suitable beta~decay parent exists, the decay energy is suf~

ficiently high to excite the states, and gpin changes are Br.o.aU enough

to anow substantial population of them o

Alpha decay possesses nlany advantages. A large number of

the heavy elern.ents are alpha em:i.ttex's with su:itable he,d! lives. .Alpha~

particle energies fix the energy of an excited state unam.higu.ofl1s1y if

the isotope assignment :i.s certain. The chief disadvantage of alpha dec~

cay is the strong energy depe~rtdence9 which results in very weak popu~

lation of highly excited st3,te:s o For example. u,nhindered transitions

to states at about 1. MeV have intemlit:ies on the order of 10~5 to 10~8

relative to the favored transition. iAn unhindered transition is defined

as one for which the reduced transition probability is the Benne as for

the transition to the ground .state of an even=even nUlcleus. Reduced

transition probabilities used to calculate hindrance factors quoted in



this paper are calculated from the one~body~modelalpha~decay equa

tions of Prestono4 A simpler formula by Fr"Oman» 5 which yields

approximately the same numerical results, was used for even~even

nuclei. )

The experiments reported here were designed to rneasure such

weak transitionso The primary experimental tool is a silicon semi~

conductor charged~particledetectoro In order to observe very weak

alpha branching, it is necessary to observe a large number of decay

events in a reasonable time; the ability to count a particles at rates

over 10
5

per second with good energy resolution is an essential property

of these detectors o

Even so. very weak alpha groups are obscured in directly de~

termined spectra by the low~energy tail of the intense peaks from the

main transitionso However, the decay to higher excited states occurs

in coincidence with high~energy 'I rays and conversion electrons, and

is therefore distinguishable in coincidence experirnents. This type of

experiment can also yield data on '1~ ray branching and conversion co

efficients that are very helpful in characterizing states.

Another problem that arises in m.easurements of very weak

transitions is the possibility that they are due to small impurities in

the active sample. Simultaneous measurement of alpha and gamma or

electron energies in most cases gives unambiguous proof of correct

isotopic assignrnent.

Very weak alpha branching has previously been inferred from

the measurement of 'I rays and electron~Kx~ray coincidences. Such

studies are possible for a ff~w alpha emitters which can be obtained in

sufficient quantity with high isotopic and chemical purity. They can be

done with intense thick sources because the a particles themselves

are not analyzed. In one favorable case 9 Cm
244

decay. direct mea

surement of two alpha groups populating 00+ and 02+ states around

870 keV was made in a magnetic spectrograph,6 although their total

intensity was only 2Xl0~6. The 01~ states have been observed in a

number of cases by measuring the corresponding alpha groups, because

the states lay at relatively low energies.



238 242
The decay of Pu and Cm populates 00+ states charac=

terized by low alpha-decay hindrance factors 7,8 and strong monopole

de = excitation. Such states are designated ilbeta vibrations" in the re,~

mainder of the paper, although this is not meant to imply that their

detailed properties correspond to the simple vibrational description.

States analogous to the "collective Ii levels of even=even nuclides are

also expected to occur in nuclei with unpaired nucleons among more

numerous single=particle states. The association of beta vibrations

with low hindrance factors and strong monopole transitions offers a

pas sible means to distinguish them from single-particle levels in odd=

mass species. Gamma vibrations have recently been identified in

Coulomb-excitation experiments on some odd-m.ass rare ea,rth

isotopes; 9 they are distinguished in this case by their high E2 trans =

ition probabilities.
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II, EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

A. Apparatus for Measuring Alpha- Gamma and
Alpha~ElectronCoincidences

The original coincidence counting system, conceived and de

signed in 1960-1961 by Sven Bjprnholm, was used in a majority of the

experiments, and has proved highly versatile and reliable. Figure 1

shows the vacuum charnber that houses the source and detectors. In

(a), the chamber is assembled for measuring coincidences between a

particles and y rays, The gamma detector is a 3X3o·inch No.1 scin

tillator commercially mounted with a photomultiplier (Harshaw), The

efficiency of the gamma detector was calibrated with standards whose

absolute intensity was known to ±50/0: No. 22{511 and 1276 keY), Cs 1.37

(662 ke V), and Co60 (1173 and 1333 ke V), A set of calibrated absorbers

could be inserted in the slots between the source and the scintillator,

These are different thicknes ses of lead, cadmium, and copper,

For measuring alpha-electron coincidences, an anthracene

scintillator electron detector extended into the chamber through a hole

in the wall, Fig, 1 (b), Optical contact to a photomultiplier was obtained

by a short light guide, and the face of the photomultiplier sealed vacuum

tight against a rubber gasket. The solid angle of the detector was mea~

sured with a calibrated Cs 137 source and found to be 330/0 of 4n. Cali

brated aluminum absorbers could be used to absorb lower~energy

electrons,

The alpha detector is a phosphorus~diffused p-n junction silicon

semiconductor with a guard ring. 10 The sensitive areas of different

detectors ranged from 0,5 to 2,0 cm in diameter, Many such detectors

were used; their excellent quality was an important factor in the suc

cess of the experiments, The resolution, lifetime, and availability of

the detectors were improved considerably during the course of this work,

Surface barrier type detectors were also used in a few experiments;

their performance characteristics were similar,

The electronic circuit is shown in a block diagram, Fig, 2. The

amplifiers for the scintillation counters, fast coincidence unit, and
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Rotating arm for
electron absorber

/ Source hoider

'~
Io-ct detector
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(a) Aluminum vacuum chamber

r----------. r"~~~~iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii~~"~~~~~~"~"~'~~!!

---~ 3 x 3 in. I[SOU rce ii "",~,dBmj] !IL-
No!

Scintillator
counter

Photomultiplier

Lucite light
guide Source holder

Photomultiplier

Rubber gasket

Anthracene
scinti Ilator

Aluminum absorber
for electrons

(b)

Rotating arm for
electron absorber

Aluminum vacuum chamber

MUB-846

Fig. 1. Source-detector housing (a) for a-y coincidence
measurements, and (b) for measuring a-e- co
incidences. The position of the a-particle de
tector can be varied relative to the source. Ab
sorbers can be inserted between the source and
the scintillation detector. The electron ab
sorber, shown in position in (b), was used to
correct for response of the anthracene scin
tillator to y rays. In a normal a-e- mea
surement it is moved away.
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Double delay-I ine
linea r ampl ifier

0.2 fLsec

a - particle
dete ctor

o-----t--I Single-channel
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Wide-band

Source

r::--"'"1---~j

Linear amplifier

Single-channel
analyzer

Multichannel

analyzer

Legend

'WVV'v = 105 pps

MU-24998

Fig. 2. SiITlplified block diagraITl of the electronic
circuit. Wavy lines indicate portions of the
circuit in which the count rate is high.



single-channel and multichannel analyzers are of conventional design,

The preamplifier for the semiconductor detector was designed by

Goulding, 1.0 and the linear amplifier by Landis and Goulding, The

zero crossover picko£f
11

extracts a time signal from the alpha pulse

which is matched to the fast signal from the wide-band amplifiers by a

continuously variable delay, The output of the linear amplifier feeds

the linear gate, and three means for opening the gate were available,

Normally the gate opens whenever a fast coincidence has occurred.

For alpha singles measurements, the gate could be opened by the out

put of the scale~down unit, permitting every pulse, or every 10th, 100th,

1000th, or 10,OOOth pulse to pass. This reduced the count rate in the

biased amplifier and analyzers. A pulseI' fed the first stage of the

preamplifier, and produced a synchronous pulse to trigger the fast co

incidence, It was thus possible to measure singles alpha, coincident

alpha, and pulseI' spectra without changing the counting rate at the de

tector, This prevented amplitude shifts that would otherwise occur at

such high count rates,

The chief experimental problem is the compromise between

good resolution and high cov.nt rates, Silicon detectors, because they

generate a higher charge per unit energy in a much shorter time, are

greatly superior to the earlier gas ionization chambers in both resolu~

tion and ability to handle high count rates. Nevertheless, high repeti

tion rates cause serious problems unless the entire detector-preampli~

tier-amplifier-gate system is specially designed to prevent them.

The normal 20-fLsec decay time of the preamplifier output pulse

resulted in severe pile-up overload of later stages, and was accordingly

lowered to 0,45 fLsec for most experiments. The linear amplifier pro

vided single~delay~1ine, double-delay~line, or RC pulse shaping. For
r;;

maximum count rates, up to 2X10:lIsec, double delay line (DDL) shaping

was necessary, although the peak width at low count rates was greater

than for RC shaping by a fa,ctor of 1.5.
12

,13 The DDL pulses

(Fig. 3a) decay quickly and cleanly to zero amplitude, which res-qlts

in minimum spectral tailing. Also, their time integral is nearly zero,

which prevents voltage level shifting from the accumulation of pulses
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a

b

c

ZN -4025

Fig. 3. Oscilloscope traces of shaped alpha pulses.
(a) Double delay line (DDL) shaping, 0.2 jJ.sec
per horizontal division,2 V per vertical division.
The lighter trace is caused by fis sion pulses
from the Cf252 source.
(b) RC shaping. Time constants: preamplifier
0.45 jJ.sec, differentiator 0.2 jJ.sec, integrator,
0.1 jJ.sec. Scale: 1 jJ.sec and 2 V per division.
(c) RC shaping. As in (b), but the pre
amplifier time constant has been raised to
2 jJ.sec.



·in later stages. Their baseline crossover point (zero voltage) provides

atiITle ITlarker that is independent of the pulse aITlplitude.

When RC shaping is used with the shortened preaITlplifier

pulse, a double differentiated pulse results (Fig. 3b). This pulse has

a nearly zero tiITle integral, and crosses the baseline at a tiITle nearly

independent of pulse aITlplitude. The resolution is considerably better

than with DDL shaping at count rates up to 5X10
4
/sec.

For better resolution, it is necessary to use a longer pre

aITlplifier pulse and RC shaping. The resulting pulse (Fig. 3c) is only

slightly double~differentiated, so that the crossover point depends ITlore

strongly on pulse aITlplitude, ITlaking it necessary to lengthen the coin

cidence resolving tiITle by a factor of 5 to 10. Resolution is iITlproved

sOITlewhat, but severe pile ·-ups occur at count rates above 10
4

/ sec, so

that this type of pulse shaping found much smaller use. (See Pu
236

results. )

The optimuITl resolution obtained was 0.460/0; typically resolution

fell in the range 0.50/0 to L 30/0, depending on the count rate and the de 

tector used. The system has proved reasonably sta,ble, normally

drifting les s than 0.10/0 during a 24~hour ITleasurement.

. B. IITlproveITlents in the Coincidence Counting Technique

Fission Anticoincidence Counter

A few of the heaviest nuclides studied, particularly Cf
252

, de

cay to a substantial extent by spontaneous fission, producing high-energy

fragITlents in coincidence with abundant 'I rays. La.rge pulses, pro

duced when a fission fragITlent strikes the alpha detector, saturate the

aITlplifier, and consequently have a eros sover point that occurs too late

to give a true coincidence «see Fig.. 3b). However, small pulses

froITl the tailing of the fission spectrum will be in true coincidence

with fission 'I rays, and this will produce a background that can ob

scure weak alpha groups. Also, ternary fissions, occurring in about

0.20/0 of the fis sion events, produce a particles that give rise to addi

tional background.



Since at least two high-energy fragments are produced in every

fission, it is possible to eliminate most of the fission background by

detecting fission fragments in a separate counter connected to an anti~

coincidence circuit. This counter m.ust have nearly 2'IT geometry in

order to detect at least one fragment from a ternary event, This was

accomplished by depositing the active source directly on the surface

of the anticoincidence detector.

The anticoincidence circuit is shown in Fig. 4. The 10-Mc

discriminator rejects the m.ore abundant low-energy alpha pulses. The

rest of the circuit is included to produce the proper pulse and dc volt

age to operate the blocking input on the multichannel analyzer.

Improved Electron Resolution

Xn the course of the experiments it became desirable to resolve

electron lines in coincidence with OJ, particles. The anthracene de~

'tector suffers from inherently poor resolution; semiconductors are

capable of better resolution, but it is very difficult to produce a dif

fused~junctiondetector with a depletion layer sufficiently thick to stop

energetic electrons. With the advent of lithium-drifted silicon detectors,

depletion layers thick enough to stop 1~MeV electrons have recently

become avaHable. Typical resolution is 30 keV, as compared with

~ 150 keY for anthracene scintillators.

For ctlpha-electron coincidence measurements that employed

these new electron detectors, as well as for measurements employing

the fission anticoincidence system, a new vacuurn chamber was designed.

A new coincidence amplifier unit, designed by Goulding and Landis, was

also used. This unit contains a complete coincidence system. in a single

unit, including two amplifiers and zero crossovers, fast and slow coin

cidence units, single~channelanalyzer, linear gate, and biased amplifier.

The entire design represents a considerable improvement over the

earlier equipment. Even higher cou.nt rates can be accommodated with~

out loss of resolution, and. stability and lifetime of the components have

been greatly increased.
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Fig. 4.· Fission anticoincidence circuit and source
detector arrangement.



With the new systell1 and a good lithiull1-drifted detector, elec

tron resolution of 25 keY (alll1ost independent of electron energy) was

obtainedo Resolution during coincidence experill1ents was 42 ke V, be

cause it was necessary to use a source backing thick enough to stop

a particles froll1 reaching the detector o The solid angle of the detector

in these experill1ents was 15% of 4rro

Co Equipll1ent for Gall1ma:- Ray Meas:,::remen!..?_

Gall1ll1a spectra were measured with a 3X3,-inch No.1 scintillator

coupled to standard pulseo.height ll1easuring equipment. Gamma-gall1ma

coincidences were ll1easured with two 3X3-inch No.1 detectors coupled

to a standard fast~slow coincidence circuit. The resolving tiITle of the
232 244

fast circuit was 00045 fLsec for U studies, 00060 fLsec for the Cll1

studieso

Do Source Preparation

A ll1ajority of the alpha eITlitters ell1ployed were available and

o d 1 0 1 0 fO 0 P 236 d d b F k Arequ1re 1tt e or no pun 1cahono u was pro uee y ran saro

in a prolonged bOll1bardll1ent of U
235

with a particles in the 60-inch

I C 242 0 0 10 obI C 243 d 0cyc otrono 111 conta1n1ng neg 19l e m. was prepare In a

h 0 dO 0 f Am 241 U 230 d 1 Vsort neutron 11'1'0. lahon a . 0 was prepare )y 0

Subrall1anyall1, as a byproduct of protactiniull1 isotopes he was studying,

by bOll1barding Th
232

with protons in the 184-inchl. cyclotrono

The heaviest isotopes were made available froll1 a call1paign

o h O h d 0 0 0 f C 244 0 dO d f 11n w 1C eC1gram quanhhes a III were 1rra. late or severa years

in the MTR, and the resulting actinides separatedo Cf
252

and E
253

were available directly froll1 this prograll1o In order to produce F1l1
254

and Cf
250

, 45 nanograms (2 06X,10 9 a.lpha. disintegrations per minute)

of E
253

was carefully purified from californium isotopes and th~n ir

radiated for 6 days in the MTR at a flux of 2X10
14

neutrons/cm
2
/sec.

254 250
Fm and Cf are produced by the reactions

E
253 E254+ n-l'> ~

LSd
F1l1

254 (),-3 0 3hr
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Following irradiation, a californium fraction was separated and the

einsteinium fraction was milked several times for Fm 254.

Radiochemical techniques us ed for separation and purification

of the samples are standard, and are nbt discussed here. Thin sources

were prepared by one of two methods, Substances of low specific activ

ity were vacuum sublimed as oxides or chlorides from a tungsten fila

ment. The source backing was 5- or 10~mil polystyrene, except for a

U
234

source, which was already available on nickel foil backing. Poly

styrene was used because it causes a minimum loss of electrons by

backscattering. Shorter-lived activities were deposited from solution

into a thin cation~exchange layer (10 to 15 fLg/cm
2

) prepared by con

trolled sulfonation of the polystyrene surface with fuming sulfuric

"d 14aCl ,

Special care had to be exercised with U2.32 sources, because

the growth of daughter activites interferes with spectral measure

ments .. Alpha.,. gamma and alpha-electron coincidences were studied

within 24 hours after purification from qaughter activites by anion ex~

change. Gamma~gammastudieswere done within 6 hO\'l.r8 after puri

fication. In order to prevent contamination of the vacuum chamber with

the 2~year Th
228

daughter, the vacuum-sublimed alpha sources were

covered with a film of VYNS resin 15 thick enough to stop the alpha

decay recoils (10 to 20 fLg/cm 2) without seriously affecting a-particle

resolution.
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III. PROCEDURE

Singles a~particle and '1- ray or electron spectra were measured

first to establish the strength and composition of the sourceo Delays

were adjusted, and the coincidence measurement was then run. usually

for 24 hours or more. Singles spectra and delay settings were checked

at intervals during longer runs to insure adequate stability.

Gamma-ray energy calibrations were made with standard sourceso

For the anthracene electron detector, energy calibrations were made

with a. single source (Cs 137, E ~ :: 624 keV); the resolution of this de~
e

tector did not warrant better calibrationo

A1pha~particle energy calibration was done with the source under

investigation, because switching to a standard would change the count

rate and cause peak shifting to occur, Unfortunately most alpha emitters

have only one or two intense alpha groups, This difficulty was over

come by taking pulser spectra with the alpha sou.rce in placeo By gating

the fast coincidence with the synchronous pulse frorn the pulser, it was

pas sible to measure the pulser spectrum without introducing a sub

stantial increase in the count rate. The pulser ha.d been shown to be

precisely linear, so that a constant ratio of alpha energy to pulser

voltage could be as surned. This ratio was determined with the main

alpha group from the source. A similar procedure was used for elec

tron energy calibration when the lithium~dri£teddetector was used.

The alpha energy calibration could he checked in a number of

cases in which excited~state energies were known more accurately from

other measurementso Under circum.stances of favorable resolution and

counting statistics, the agreement was usually good to about 5 keVo

The intensity of a transition observed in the coincidence mea

surements is easily calculated:

The number of alpha singles counts accumulated is calculated from the

singles alpha spectrum and the length of the coincidence measurernenL
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Correction factors are for the efficiency and solid angle of the y ray

or electron detector, the efficiency of the fast coincidence uJ;J,it, and a

small correction for pile -up effects.



IV. RESULTS

Coincidence studies of eight alpha eITlitters have previously

been reported. 16 Little or no additional work has been done on U
234

,

239 C 244 h 1 h . 1 d d h . b' f .Pu ,or ITl ; t e resu ts are, owever, Inc u e ere In r:).e.

Results reported for Pu
238

, CITl
242

, Gf
252

, E
253

, and Fm
254

include

the earlier data plus substantial new information. In addition, this

paper includes the results for 12 other alpha eITlitters that have been

exaITlined.

Energies and intensities of all transitions quoted in the text are

froITl these measurements, except where otherwise stated. Excit~d~

state energies given in the decay schem.es are sornetlITles ITlore accurate

values when available from other rneasurem.ents o This is indicated by

the absence of error limits. No errors are quoted for the intensities
238

of the transitions observed in Pu decay, because these were used

as secondary standards,

A, pu
238 a...,..

234 . 234
Levels of U previously reported 111. the beta decay of Np

(reference 17) and the two isomers of Pa
234

(references 1.8, 19) include

states at 795 keY (01-), 810 keY (OOf), 853 keY (02+L 922 keY (22+),

and 1046 keY (00+), As mentioned in the introduction, the alpha decay

of pu:
238

is known from gamITla singles"? a.nd electron~K x-ray coin~
cidence 7,8 spectra to populate the OOf level at 810 keY,

Figure 5(a) shows the spectrum of alpha particles in coincidence

with'( rays of energy greater than 350 keY. The 'I-ray discriminator

was set at this energy to eliminate the relatively intense coincidences

resulting froITl alpha population of the ground,~state rotational band. A

peak appears at 4.71 MeV, corresponding to an excitation energy of

(800:!::15) keY. Its intensity is 5X10~7, in good agreement with the in

tensity of a. 765-keV 'I ray observed in gaITlma singles spectra. There

are no other a.lpha groups in true coincidence with an intensity greater
-8

tha.n 1X10 0
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Fig. 5 a, b. Alpha decay of Pu238

(a) Alpha spectrum in coincidence with 'I rays
> 350 keY. Pulse shaping is DDL; count rate,
1.65 X10 5 alpha counts / sec. The resolution
is 70 keY.
(b) Alpha spectrum in coincidence with electron.s
> 450 keY (DDL pulse shapin~). Singles count
rate is 0.93X10 5 alpha counts/sec; resolution is
45 ke V. The shape of the alpha groups to the
ground-state band, as recorded in the alpha singles
spectrum, is drawn in lightly at the position of the
4.70-MeV peak for comparison.
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The spectrum of a particles in coincidence with electrons of

energy > 400 keY is shown in Figo 5(b)0 A peak appears at 4 070 MeV,

intensity 7Xl0-
7

, in good agreement with e - -K x-ray measurement~o

Improved resolution du:ring this run permitted partial resolution of the

alpha groups populating the first two Illembers of the ground-state ro~

tational bando In Figo 5(b), this alpha singles peak has been drawn in

lightly at the position of the 4 070-MeV coincidence peako The coincidence

peak lacks the low-energy shoulder, indicating that the 02+ member of

the K =0+ band at 853 keY is either poorly populated, or has a lower

EO transition probability than the 00+ stateo

The above spectra were taken with DDL pulse shapingo Figures

5(c) and 5(d) show similar spectra, but the resolution is considerably

improved by the use of RC pulse shapingo Figure 5(c} shows the

4070-MeV d,lpha peak in coincidence with electrons (semilog scale),

again with the alpha singles spectrum to the ground~state band drawn

in lightly for cOIllparison; absence of the 853-keV state is seen even

more clearlyo The alpha-garnIlla coincidence spectruIll, Fig. (5d).

appears also to show no population of the 02+ state, but the peak is too

broad on the high-energy side o This would be the case if a considerable

fraction of the peak represents decay to the 01~ state at 795 keY. The

data have been interpreted this way, although the evidence is not com-

II " Th"" "."" " h 'b d d 17-19pe lng. .1S Interpretatlon IS not InconsIstent WIt eta- ,ecay atao

The decay scheme is shown in Figo 5(e}. Coincident alpha

groups in all the above spectra are identified as populating the 00+ state

at 810 keY, with the possible exception noted in the last paragraph.

Total population of the 00+ state is 10 1X10c~6 The hindrance factor (HF)

for alpha decay to the state is 6. The 02+ state at 853 keY is not populated

with an intensity> 1X10 -7; its hindrance factor is > 40. This failure to

populate the 02+ Illember of the beta band is rather surprising since the

corresponding transition in the ground-state band is virtually unhindredo

The absence of alpha decay to higher~lying states, limit 1X10 - 8,

permits the assignment of miniIlluIll hindrance factors: for the 922-keV

22+ state, HF > 20, and for the 1044-keV 00+ state, HF > 100 Gamma
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c, d. Alpha decay of Pu •
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singles spectra give some evidence for population of the 1046-keV

level with an intensity of about 1X10 - 8

Figure 5(£) shows the spectrum of electrons in coincidence with

a 810 , taken with the lithium-drifted electron detector. The two peaks

are identified as K and IAMi-Nt··· electrons from a single

(816±1.0)~keV transition. There is no corresponding -y~ray transi~ion,

confirming again the EO nature of the transition. The ratio

K/KfLtMt· .. is 3.5, in good agreement with beta decay measure

ments and theoretical predictions. 20

B. The U
230

Series

230
U decays by the chain

230 a 226 a
U 20.8d Th 30.9 ~m R

222 a
a --38 s

The time needed for a coincidence measurement is long corupared with

the 31~minute half life with which the U
230

daughters grow in. The

five alpha emitters were therefore studied simultaneously. There was

no difficulty with assignm_ent of the observed transitions to the correct

member of the decay chain, so the data are presented separately for

each one, although transitions from each of the five alpha emitters

were present in the spectra.

230
U :

P " d" f 230 d 21, 22 11. 11. 11. "reVlOUS stules O' U alpha ecay ave sown t e eX1S co

tence of a 01~ state at about 230 keV, decaying by " rays of 158 and

232 keY. In my studies, a spectrum of a particles in coincidence with

21.0- to 370-keV 'I rays showed the alpha transition to a state at

(229±1.0) keY, identified with the 01~ state. The intensity,

(1.4±0.5)X10-
3

, is slightly lower than the intensity reported
22

for the

232-ke V -y ray, (2.4±0. 5)X10 -3. (The intensities quoted in this section

are all per alpha decay of a ~ing~~ member of the decay chain. )
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230
No other alpha groups of U were observed, There are no

alpha groups in coincidence with y rays > 390 ke V, with a limit of

1X10 - 5. In coincidence with y rays > 700 ke V, there are no alpha

groups more intense than 3X10 -6 In coincidence with electrons

> 410 keY, there are no alpha groups more intense than 5X10-
7

,

Th
226

:

226 1 24" kif R 222 . h . .Th~-1 - popu ates a 11:<- eV 0 - state 0 a Wlt an lntenslty
_2 --Z ,22

L 7X10, The alpha group to this state was observed in coin-

cidence with 210- to 370-keV y rays, The intensity, (L2±OA)X10-
2

,

agrees well with the intensity previously reported for a 242-ke V y
22

ray,
226

No other alpha groups of Th were observed, In coincidence

with y rays> 390 keV, there are no alpha groups to states above 600

keY more intense than 1X10-
5

. Below 600 keY excitation energy, where

the spectrum is partially masked by alpha groups of Ra 222, a limit of
-5

3X10 applies, In coincidence with gamma rays> 700 keY, there are
226. -6

no alpha groups of Th rnore lntense than 3X10 , In coincidence

with electrons> 410 keY, there is no alpha decay to states above 600
-7

ke V more intense than 5X10 .

Ra
222

:
218

Previously reported states of Rn ,observed in the alpha decay

of Ra222, include a 2t state at 325 ke V, and states at 650, 800, and

85 d 2 d 4
22, 23o keY, tenativelyassigne t, 1-, an t,

The alpha spectrum in coincidence with 210- to 370-keV y rays

shows population of a (326±10)-keV state with an intensity

(4.1±L 2)X10 - 2, in good agreement with the intensity previously reportei
1

for a 325-keV 'I ray, 3.6X10-
2

Owing to the presence of interfering

transitions, it was not possible to observe decay to the 650-keV state,

which decays via the 325-keV state by a cascade of two 325-keV y
23

rays,

The situation with the two higher -lying levels is somewhat dif

ferent than reported earlier, Figure 6 (a) shows the alpha spectrum in

coincidence with 370- to 550-keV y rays, and 6(b) shows the alpha spec

trum in coincidence with y rays> 700 ke V. Alpha groups populating
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cause of coincidences with compton scat~ered y rays.
(b) Alpha particles in coincidence with gamma rays> 700 keY.
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218 (
states of Rn around 800 and 850 keY excitation energy appear in

both ,spectra. A portion of the gamma spectrum in coincidence with

these two alpha groups is shown in Fig. 6(c). There are" rays at

474, 526, 792, and 846 keY. The intensities of these " rays are

listed in Table 10 The 474- and 526-keV 'I rays have previously been

observed in coincidence with the 325-keV y ray23; their intensities

from gamma- gamma coincidence measurements agree reasonably with
. 23

the values listed in the table. The intensity reported for a single

798-ke V " ray, previously observed in a gamma singles spectrum, is

higher than the sum of the 792~ and 846-keV gamma intensities listed

in Table 10 The overestimate of this intensity and the failure to resolve

the two "rays was undoubtedly due to the presence in the gamma singles

. 6 P 214 d . 11 b hspectrum of a 79 -keY " ray frOITl 0 ecay; this Wl e seen s ortly.

Figure 6(c) also shows some ,,-ray intensity in the region of

600 to 700 keY. This must be caused partially by coincidences with the
218

609-keV y ray from Rn decay, stack-up of the 325·~keV cascade y

rays de-exciting the 650-keV state of Rn
218

, and Compton tails from the

~igher-energypeaks. The possibility that the states around 800 keY

de-excite partly by y rays in the 600- to 700":'keV region cannot be

ruled out entirely. ,An alpha spectrum in coincidence with 'Y rays

> 390 keY showed population of the two states around 800 keY with a

total intensity 1. 3X10 -4. This agrees well withthe sum of the intensities
.-'

of the four y rays listed in Table I, indicating that these" rays

probably account for the entire de-excitation of the two states. A limit
-5of 1X10 can be placed on all other 'I rays above 390 keY de-exciting

the two state s.

An attempt to resolve the conversion electrons in coincidence

with u
792

+ u
846

was only partially successful. The K electrons

from the 474- and 526-keV transitions appear to have roughly equal in

tensity. The K-conversion coefficients are, very roughly, 0.01 for the

474-keV y ray, and 0.025 for the 526-keV "ray. This leads to a prob

able E1 assignment for the former and a probable E2 assignment for

the latter. The fact that both the 792- and 846-keV states are populated
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218
States of Rn around 800 keY.

De-exciting radiation:
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by alpha decay and de-excite to 0+ and 2+ states limits their possible

spins and parities to 1·· or 2+. The preferred choices are shown in the

table and the decay scheme, Fig. 6(d).

Rn
218

;
214

The only known excited state of Po below 1.3 MeV is a 2+

state at 609 ke V. 21 The alpha spectrum in coincidence with 'I rays

> 390 keY shows population of a state of Po
214

at (606±15) keY with an

intensity (1.6±00 .5)X10 - 30 This is in reasonable agreement with the value

(2,0±0.5)X10~3 previously reported for the intensity of a 609 keY gamma
21

rayo

The same alpha group was alf30 observed in coincidence with
r.:

electrons> 41.0 keV, with an intenfJity (306±L 1)X1.0·- ~ 0 The conversion

coefficient for the 609-keV y ray is thus 00022 *0.006, in excellent

agreement with the theoretical value for a.n E2 transition, 0.021. The

theoretica.l conversion coefficient for an E 1 is 00006; for all other

multipolarities it is greater than 0.07. This confirms the E2 transition

and the 2+ as signment for the state o

P0
214

;

The a.lpha spectrum in coincidence with y rays> 700 ke V,

Fig. 6(a), shows an alpha group a.t 60894 MeV, (801±15) keY excitation

in Pb
210

. A (792±10)-keV y ray was observed in coincidence with this

alpha group. The intensity is (L4±OA}X10-4 in both cases, and the best

energy for the state is (796±10) keY. As noted in the above section on

Ra
222

decay, the 792-keV 'I ray masked weaker transitions from the
222

decay of Ra in earlier gamma singles measurements.

The alpha transition to the 796-keV state has been observed
2""in a magnetic spectrograph. ::> The energy of the excited state quoted

is 796 keY, and the intensity of the alpha transition is 1.X10-
4

, in good

agreement with my determinationo A 'I ray around 780 keY has been

d
- 210 ,

reporte in the 13 decay of T 1. ,and a 2+ state of that energy was
210 24

tentatively assigned in Pb

The 6 089-MeV alpha group also occurs in coincidence with elec

trons > 410 ke V, with an intensity (2.5±0. 8)X10 -6. The conversion co-
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efficient for the 792-keV y ray is 0,017±0,005, compared with the theo

retical values 0,0114 for an E2, 0,003 for anE1., and> 0,04 for all

other multipolarities. The agreement is good enough to warrant an E2

assignment, and the (796±10)-keV state is assigned a spin and parity

of 2+,

C, U 232 ~ Th228

Levels of Th
228

have been studied extensively in the electron-
228 26 - 228 27 28

capture decay of Pa , and in the f3 decay of Ac , ' (Other

references are not quoted because they add no information, or contain

substantial errors in the decay scheme,) Levels reported include

328 keY (01-), 396 keV(03~), and 969 keY (22+),
232 .

Gamma spectra of U (references 29, 30) dlsplay gamma

rays of 266~ and 324 keY, interpreted as depopulating the 328~keV 01-
228

state of Th , The alpha spectrum in coincidence with y rays be-

tween 240 and 360 keY is shown in Fig, 7(a), The intensity of the peak

at 5,000 MeV, or (323±10) ke V excitation, is (6±2)X10 - 5, in good agree

melU with the value from gamma singles measurements, No decay to

the 03 - state at 396 ke V is evident.

A much weaker alpha group appears at about 820 keY excitation.

When one gates on this group (see the pulse-height window, PHW, in

Fig, 7(a)} the gamma spectrum of Fig, 7(b) is observed, In addition

to the y rays at (27Z±10) and (334±10) keY, a considerable portion of

which must have resulted from tailing of the S,OO-MeV alpha group

into the PHW, there is a single peak at (500±10) keY, and very weak

peaks at higher energies, The SOO-keV y ray is interpreted as a transi

tion from the state at about 820 keY to the 328-keV 01- leveL In a sub

sequent measurement, an alpha group at (823±10) keY was observed in

coincidence with the 500-keV y ray (Fig, 7(c);

The existence of the cascade transition was also verified in a

y-y coincidence experiment (Fig, 7 (d)), The intensity of the cascade,
-> 7

(2.1±0,6)X10 ,agrees excellently with the value obtained in a-y co-

incidence- spectra.
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Arbman et aL 26 failed to observe such cascades in electron-

° °d P 228 Th A~ d f P 228gamma COlnCI ence measurements on a e t-' ecay o. a

thus does not populate the 825-keV state in appreciable intensity, There

is also no evidence for population of this level in Ac
228

decay, although

the search was not so thorough,

Weak '( rays found in coincidence with (].823 at about 770 and

830 keY result largely from stack~up of the cascading 'Y rays, owing

to the close geometry of the Nal detector, Correcting for this, one

finds the intensities of each of these transitions to be (1.±1}X1.0 - 8,

The best energy value ded.uced for the new state is {825±10~

keY, Because it decays only to the 0i-member of the octupole bland,

it is probably a 00+ state. The low hindrance factor, 11±3, is excel

lent evidence that in fact is a beta. vibrational state, and it has been

so assigned,

Figure 7(e} shows the alpha spectrum in coincidence with elec~

trans> 285 keY, The peak at {840±20} keY, intensity t:,4X10- 8 , is iden~

tified with the same 00+ sta.te, On the a.ssumption that the 500~keV '(

ray is an E1 transition, most of the electrons in coincidence with this

alpha group must represent a monopole transition to the ground state,

intensity (2±1.)X10 - 8. This information and the rest of the decay schem.e

are summari:z;ed in Fig, 7 {f).

As can be seen from Fig, 7(c), no population of the expected

02+ member of the beta band is observed, limit 3X10 ~ 8, The same

limit applies to the 22+ state at 969 keY,

On the basis of vibration .. rotation distortion of the ground~>sta.te

band, it has been predicted that the beta. vibration of Th
2Z8

should lie

at about 520 keY, 31 From these measurements, no state in the region

430 to 780 k.eV is populated with an intensity > 5X10~8, This limit

applies whether the state decays to the ground .. state band or to the odd.

parity band, More is said about this in Section V,
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a.- Th
230

Previously observed levels of Th 230 include 508 keY (01-). 32,33

634 keY (OOt), 7, 8, 33 677 keY (02t), 34 and 783 (22t). 33

The alpha spectrum in coincidence with electrons shows popu

lation of a state of Th
230

at (650±20) keY, intensity (2.1±0.5)X10··t:.

This state is identified with the 634-keV OOt level. The intensity is

higher than previously reported, 7,8 6X10 -8 for the K line. The spec

trum of y rays in coincidence with 3.98- to 4.38-MeV a. particles shows

population of the 00+ state and a state at 510 keV, identified with the

508~keV 01~· state; the intensities are in good agreement with the re

sults of gamma singles measurements. 32

The decay scheme is shown in Fig. 8. It is impossible to tell

from these data whether or not the OOt state decays partly by E1 cas

cades via the 01- state, as in Th228. This is so because the low spe -'

cHic activity 'of U
234

makes it very difficult to resolve the alpha groups

to the 508- and 634-keV states, and the possible 126-keV y ray con-

o h ld b b d b d'" f U
235

tnectlng t ese states wou e 0 scure y ra lations rom, presen

in the source. In the a'bsence of experimental information, it has just

been assumed that no such E1 cascades occur.

The hindrance factor for the 01- state is 300±80, for the OOt

state it is 40±10, and for the 22t state, HF > 20.

E.
a.

-+

232 - 232
The levels of U ,as populated by the 13 decay of Pa ,

have been carefully studied by examination of the continuum spectrum

and de-exciting r,adiations with magnetic spectrometers and a bent-
35

orystal y-ray spectrometer. The states include 565 keY (01-), 630

keY (03-), 693 keY (OOt), 735 keY (02t), and 868 keY (22t).

Alpha spectra in coincidence with y rays and with electrons are

shown in Figs. 9(a) and 9(b). The relatively intense peaks are well

suited to studies at higher resolution, and the spectra shown were ob,~

tained by using RC pulse shaping and a 1-f.lsec preamplifier time con

stant. The high intensity of electrons de-exciting the (700±10) keY
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a, b, c, d. Alpha decay of Pu
(a) Alpha particles in coincidence with y rays> 420 keY. The
pulser peak was added during the entire run to check stability.
The inset shows a portion of a better-resolved spectrum, run
for 90 hours at a lower count rate.
(b) Alpha particles in coincidence with electrons> 300 keY.
The alpha singles peak is drawn in lightly at the position of
the coincident group for comparison.
(c) Gamma rays in coincidence with the alpha group to the
693 -ke V 00+ state.
(d) Decay scheme for Pu236 .
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level helps to confirm its identification as the 693-keV 00+ state.

Failureto observe the 565-keV state in the u-e - spectrum sets an up

per limit of 0.015 on the conversion coefficient of y rays de-exciting

that state, confirming their E1 multipolarity and the 1- as signment for

the state. In another spectrum (not shown), the expected two y rays

de-exciting the state were observed. Their relative intensities are in

agreement with theoretical predictions and the value found in Pa232 de-
35

cay.

The gamma spectrum in coincidence withu
693

(Figo 9(c)) shows

clearly the expected E2 'I ray at (643±10) keV, but gives no evidence

of y rays at 128, 518, or 565 keY that would indicate the presence of

E1 cascade transitions, such as occur in Th
228

. A limit of 1X10~7,

2% of the total decay of the 00+ state, can be placed on such transitions.

Total population of the 01- and 00+ states is, respectively,
-6 -6

(6±2)X10 and (2.7±0.6)X10 . For the 01- state, HF '" 160±40, and

for the 00+ state, HF = 12±3. The 00+ state decays 60% by EO electrons

and 40% by E2 gammas, in fair agreenlent with the value obtained in
232 35

Pa decay.

No decay to the 630 -ke V 03 - state was observed, limit

1. 5X10 -7, or HF > 1000. More surprising, no population of the
~7

735-keV 02+ state was found, limit 2X10 ,or HF > 200" For the

22+ state at 835 keV, HF > 50.

Figure 9(d) summarizes the results.

F. Pu
239 ~ U

235
.

The alpha decay of Pu239 has been studied by many investigato rs ,36

Recent studies of the alpha spectrum have revealed more than 20 levels

below 550 keV, a number of which have been assigned to three rotationa.l
235 37,38 . 239. 39,40

bands of U. The ground state of Pu 18 1/2+ l631] ,

and favored alpha decay populates the well-·known 1/2+ isomeric level
235 41

of U 75 eV above the 7/L"ground state.

The alpha spectrum in coincidence with electrons > 400

ke V establishes a state or band at (780 ± 20) ke V, deca.ying by
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electron emission with an intensity of (7±2)X10-
8

• This is in rea

sonable agreement with the value (1.5±0. 8)X10 -7 deduced from electron~

K " "d 42-x- ray COlnCl ence measurements.

The same alpha group appears in coincidence with 'Y rays> 680

keY, intensity (1.8±0.7)X10-
7

. The total intensity of the alpha, group,
-7(2.5±O.8)Xi0 ,corresponds to a hindrance factor of 25±8. In compar-

ing this value with hindrance factors for states of even~even I1uclei, it

is more reasonable to divide it by the hindrance factor for the least hin

dered factor for the least hindered ( ilfavored II) alpha transition, 2.5 in

this case.
43

The "reduced II value of the hindrance factor is then 10±3.

The high electron intensity de~exciting the state shows the ex

istence of an EO transition. Together with the low hindrance factor,

this indicates a beta vibration analogous to the 8i0-keV 00+ state of

U
234

.

Another state was observed at (650±20) keY. It decays by 'Y rays

with an intensity of (8±3)X10-
7

, and by electrons with an intensity of less

than 10/0 of this value. GaITlma radiation of this intensity has previously
44~46

been reported around 640 keY. The de-exciting radiation is un-

ambiguously E1, and the state has been assigned K::: 1/2-, by analogy

with the 01- states of even ... even nuclei.

Figure 10 illustrates the decay scheme.

Pu
240 236

U

There is very little published information on the excited levels
236 "of U above the ground~state rotational band. In the Coulomb l,:lXclta-

tion of U
236

with protons, Durham et a1. observed a 909-keV transition,

which they assigned as a monopole from a 02+ state at 953 keY to the

45-keV 02+ state. 34 This would place the 00+ member of the beta band
234

around 909 keY." Gallagher and Thomas» in their study of Np decay,

observed some weak electron lines which decayed with the 22-hr Np236

half life. 17 These were assigned to 687.0- and 641. 7~keV transitions

de-exciting a 687~keV state of U
236

to the ground and first excited states.

P 240 . 1 b M . d CI" 45, 46 h hu 'Y~ray slng es spectra y ur'rl a.n lne, S ow t e ex-

istence of a (640±10)~keV transition, intensity L 7X10~ 7.
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My studies give scant evidence for population of the pro]?osed

910-keV 00+ state. A questionable (860±30)~keV y ray was seen in the
240

Pu gamma singles spectrum, and in coincidence with 4.0~ to

4:A,~MeV <;J.. particles (5 counts observed). The alpha-electron coin~

cidence spectrum gives questionable evidence for an alpha group to a

state around 880 keY, intensity ;:;:::3X10- 9 . (See Fig. 11 (a»).

Alpha decay to a state around 690 keY was observed in (~oin<"

cidence both with electrons (Fig. 11 (a») a.nd with y l"ays. Total popu~

la-tion of the state is (2.1±OA}X10-7, or HF '" 70::1:15.

Figure 11 (b) shows the gamma spectrum in coincidence with

the 4.48~MeV alpha group. The peak at (650±10p keY has an intensity

L 7XiO -7. A gamma singles spectrum showed this peak resolved into

two y rays. The best energies and intensities for the transitions are
-7 -7(644±5) keY, (L44±0.24}X10 ,and (692±10} keY, (0.36±0.09)X10 .

The electron spectrum in coincidence with the 4.48-MeV alpha

group, Fig. 11 (c), shows clearly the existence of two different K··

electron lines. The electron intensities and conversion coefficients

are listed in Table II, together with they-ray data. Nielsen and others

have recently observed 642- and 687~keV transitions in the electron-

d f N 236 4
7

TI ' 'ff' , d I 'capture ecay 0 p. leir converSIon coe IClents an re atlve

intensities are included in the table for comparison with the results

from alpha decay. The close agreement between the values is the basis

for assignment of the transitions observed in alpha decay to Nielsen's

accurate energy values, and to the more precise energies of Gallagher

and Thomas. 641. 7 and 687.0 kev. 17.

The results are puzzling, and no straightforward interpretation

fits the data. The 687 -keV transition terminates at the 0+ ground state

of U
236

• and should therefore be of a single multipole order. Its con

version coefficient is consistent only with an M2 assignment, which re

quires that there be a 2..~state at 687 keY. The measured alpha energy,

however. places the excited state populated by alpha decay at (693±20)

keY. Although this is very close to 687 keY, parity conservation forbids

alpha decay of an even-even parent to a 2<~ state. There appear to be
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Table lIe G ' . .... . d . h Pu· 240amma transItlon In COInCI ence WIt u
693

±20

Transition assignment
a

Measured 'I-ray energy

Measured electron transition energy

Gamma ray intensity

K-electron intensity

{

From this work
uK 236 a

From Np Eo Co decay

K/L+M+N+. 0 0 {FrOITl this work
From Np236 decaya

W (642) {FrOm this work
'I . 236 a

W (687) FroIn_ Np .. decay
'I

W K (642){FrOrn this work
-n;;--777...",.'" 236 a
W K(087} FroITl Np decay

a
froITl reference 47

642 keY

(644±5) keY

(628±15) keY
-7(1.44±Oo 24)X10

(L6±005)X10- 8

0 0115±00 04

0 011±Oo03

3 0 5±1.0
206±Oo5

4±1

3 03±005

L 70±Oo25

1. 70±Oo 15

687 keY

(692±10) keY

(674±15) keY

(0. 36±0009)X1.0=
7

(L O±Oo 3)X10 - 8

Oo27±0.10

0.20±Oo05

3.0±1, 2
3.4±Oo5

!
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several possible explanations;

(a) The 687-keV transition is in fact not an M2, and its conversion

coefficient is anomalous, or

(b) the 687 -ke V transition is not of pure multipole order; this can

be the cas e ,only if the 11transition II consists of two different

transitions of the same energy, such as an EO and an E2,

originating from different states, or

(c) alpha decay does not populate the 687-keV state directly,

There is precedent for the first explanation, in that anomalously

high E1 and M1 conversion coefficients have been observed, Theyoc

cur in special cases in which selection rules inhibit contributions to

internal conversion from the radiation field outside the nuclear vol~

48 0 0 231
ume, There IS, for example, an 84-keV E1 In Pa decay, whose

K-conversion coefficient is 10 times the theoretical value, and whose

~l and L n conversion coefficients are 20 times too large,

There are, however, substantial reasons for ruling out anomalous

conversion in this case, M1 transitions are not expected, although there

could be E1 Us de-exciting an octupole vibrational state, The E1. transi

tions from such a state to the ground~state band should not be subject

to the special selection rules that apply to anoma.lously converted transi

tions, The E1 Us de -exciting octupole states, including those of Th228,
230 232 235 238 240.

Th - ,U ,U ,Pu .' andPu studIed in my experiments, do

not have anomalously high conversion coefficients, Stephens and

Diamond have determined from Coulomb excitation that the E1 is de-

o 0 1 f h 232 d 238 h d d b f f'excltlng octupo estates 0 T an U are in ere y .actors 0

2 3
10 to 10 , whereas anomalously converted E1' s are hindered by much

larger factors,

It should be possible to rule out anomalous E1 Us by observing

the L-subshell ratios of the 687~keV transition in Np236 decay, since

the LUI conversion coefficient should be norma.l, while the 1.,1 and

L
U

would be high in the case of an anom.alous transition,



The pos sibility that the transitions are actually double lines

from two nearly degenerate states at around 687 keY must be considered

more seriously, beca-u.se admixtures of EO transitions, which de~excite

beta vibrational states, occur commonly in deformed nuclei. Neverthe

less, there is very strong, though not conclusive evidence, that the

gamma transitions are not unresolved double lines:

(a) Attempts were made to reproduce the conversion and relative-

, 'd . P 240 d ' b" f h h' 1 00IntensIty ata In u ecay, u.SIng corn Inatlons o. ypot etlca t,

02t, 04t, 22t, 23t, 24t, 01.-, and 03- states around 687 keY, but all

such schemes failed to give the observed intensities, AU combinations

tried required a 00+ state in the vicinity; this if; also objectionable be

cause the hindrance factor for alpha decay to this state would be higher

than observed for other OOt states, and because a ''beta vibratipnal"

band of U
236

probably exists around 910 keY,

(b) The excellent agreement (Table II) between the transition int(2nsities
. 240 236

observed In Pu alpha decay and those observed in Np e1e~tron-

capture decay is not pos sible for transitions originating from more than

one state, except in the unl}kely event~~t alpha and beta decay popu

late the several states with the same relative intensities,

(c) Nielsen's high-resolution electron spectra would show complex

lines or energy discrepancies unless the transitions originat~d from a

single state, or several states within 1 keVofeachother.~_ whereas in

fact no such complex lines or energy discrepancies were seen, T,he

energy difference between Gallagher and Thomas i s 17two lines agrees

with the spacing between the ground state and first excited state to a

few tenths of a kilovolt,

The third possibility, that the 687~keV level is populated in~

directly in alpha decay, requires a state above 687 keV and a fast transi~

tion between this state and the 687 ~keV level, although there iEi no evi

dence that either of these really exists, If the 687~keV level were a

22- octupole state, there should be a 23~ state airound 730 k~V which

should decay to the 22~ state by a fast M1 ~E2 rotational transition,

However, the state populated directly by alpha decay is at (693±20) keY,

which appears to be too low for the hypothetical 23~ state, and is dis

turbingly close to 687 keY.



In spite of these objections, the third possibility seems to be

the most plausible one. A possible deca.y scheme along this line is

proposed in Fig. 11(d)o

The proposed decay scheme is reasonable and self-consistent.

One can expect 22-"octupole vibrations to occlir, a.lthough none have

been definitely identified to date. Theoretical and experimental con

version coefficients agree very nicely in this scheme. The predicted

ratio of K electrons WK(642)/W K(687), based on a 3: 1 E 1/M2 mixing

ratio for the 642-keV transition, is 1. 50, in good agreement with the

observed value, L 70±0,25. The 3:1 E1/M2 mixing ratio for the 642-keV

transition was calculated on the as sumptions that the 687 -keY y ray is

pure M2, and that the ratio W M2(642)/W MZ(687) is '1002, as predicted

by theory.

The intensity of the y rays measured in the gamma singles

spectra is the same as the value found in alpha- gamma coincidence

measurements, showing that the lifetime of the 687 ··ke V state is shorter

than the resolving time of the coincidence circuit,;:::: 2X10,~8 sec This

implies that the M2 transitions have partial half lives shorter than

;:::: 5X10-
8

sec, corresponding to a minin-lUm reduced transition proba

bility of 0.02 s. p. (single particle) units, a reasonable value, Assuming

that the M2' s are between 0.02 and 1 s. p, units, the E1 transition has
-10 -8

a partial half life between 8X10 and 3X10 sec, corresponding to

a reduced transition probability between 2X10-
6

and 4)\.10 -8 s. p. units,

As a very rough estimate, the E1 should be hindered by about 3 orders

of magnitude for an octupole state, and 2 or 3 orders of magnitude for

K forbiddenness, in reasonable proximity to this range, It should be

noted that a small proportion of collective E3 transitions (about 20

s. p. units for a 03- state) could also compete with the M2 and E1 transi

tions.

Several further tests of this decay scheme should be possible.

As mentioned above, resolution of the L-subshell conversion lines in

Np 236 decay could check the pos sibility that the transitions are anoma~

lously converted, and may be able to establish the multipolarity of the

transitions unambiguously, In Pu
240

alpha decay, it may be possible
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to measure the lifetimes of the transitions, a measurable delay

(~ 10,,9 sec) being possible evidence that they are M2' SO It might also

'bl C I b 'h 'U236 'f' , , fbe pOSS1 e to ou om -exC1te testate 1n ; 1 1t 18 1n act an octu~

pole vibration, the excitation function should sJ::1ow an E3 dependenceo

A
241 a

H o m .....

The alpha spectrum of Am 241
has been well studied with magnetic

49alpha spectrographs, most recently by Baranov et al. Levels of

237 h 1 b d' d' h (.1.- d "U 237 50~52 d' hNp ave a so een stu le 1n tel-' ecay at , ,an 1n t . e
237 53

electron-capture decay of Pu 0 Most of the observed states fit well

into rotational bands based on four Nilsson levels o49, 51 Th<; ground
237 " 54 55 51 241 ,

state of Np 1S 5/2+[642] 0 ' , The ground state of Am 1S
56 57 40

5/2-[523], ' , and favored alpha decay populates a 5906-~eV state

N
237

in p 0

The alpha spectrum in coincidence with y rays > 500 keY is
r::

shown in Figo 12(a)0 A surprisingly intense peak, (LO±Oo 3)Xl0 -::J, ap-

pears at 40829 MeV, or 719 keY excitation in Np2370 The peal<;. is in~
49tense enough for Baranov et aL to have seen in their m.agnetic spec-

trograph, had they scanned this energy regiono A small 8ho~ld~r on

the low-energy side indicates a second state about 55 keY higher. in

tensity about 9Xl0-
7

0 A limit of 3X10,~7 a.pplies to the population of any

higher-lying stateo

In coincidence with the 4 083-MeV alpha group (PHW in Figo12(a))

is a. complex 'I-ray peak. consisting of at least two 'I rays, Fig. 12(b)0

In order to better resolve the y rays, a. singles spectrum. of an intens e

I f' Arr 241 d' d ' 12() h '.fsamp e 0 pure 1 was stu 1e 0 F1gure . c sows a porhon 0,..,

this spectruIno The peaks at (617±10), (663±5), and ('727±19) keY are

well established. The peak at 698 keY is probable. as well as nec

essary to the decay scheme, Figo 12(d)0

The four y rays are interpreted a.s depopulating a single state,

at (721±5) k.eV, to the first four levels of Np23? at 0, 33, 60, and 103

keVo The large alpha population of the "i21-keY level indicates that it
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group.
(c) A portion of the gamma singles spectrum.
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is probably a 5/2 5/2- beta vibrational state based on the 5/2 5/2~l523J

state at 60 keY, The 617- and 663- keY transitions to the lower K=5/2

band are interpreted as M1 transitions, The 698- and 727~keV transi",

tions are assigned E1 multipolarities, The assignment of the lower

energy transitions as M1 instead of E2 contradicts definite predictions

of the vibrational modeL Presence of the E1 transitions is also un

expected, Some dis cus sion and the justification for the Mias sign

ment is given in Section V,

Measurements on conversion electrons complete the decay

scheme and ccmfirm most of the above hypotheses, Figure 12{e) is the

alpha spectrum in coinCidence with conversionelectrona: > 380 keY,

The peak at 4)320 MeV, intensity (L1±O,3)X10-
6

, is identified with the
t:;

(721±5) keY state, Total population of the state is (L2±O,3)X10-::>, The

hindrance factor is 7±2, or 5,5±2 relative to the favored alpha transition,

and the state decays 88% by yrays, 12% by electrons,

Because four 'Y raysdec~excite the state, it is essential to ex

amine the conversion. lines to confirm the decay scheme, The electron

spectrum in coincidence with 0,721 is shown in Fig, 12(£). The pre

dominant features are the K and L+M+N+'" lines of a single trans ~

itionat (659:1.::10) keY, This is identified unambiguously with the 663~

keY y ray, Apparent conversion coefficients are: (].K "" 0,1.8±O,04,

a L +M +N+, " :::: 0,045±O,015, K/L+M+N+", ~ 4:&:1. If the y ray is a

pure M1, the transition is therefore (11±4)% EO, but the EO component

may be slightly higher if the transition contains an E2 component also,

This EO transition to the 60·~keV state definitely establishes the 5/2~

assignment for the 721~keV state"

It follows from Fig, 12(f» that the K~conversion coefficient of

Y617:±10 is < 10%, This limit is consistent with either an M1 or an E2

assignment. The preference for M1, on other grounds, is discussed

in Section V, For the 727-keV "y ray, (].K < 0,02, and uLtMt-Nt," , < 0,005,

This is consistent with the E1. or an E2 assignment, but an E2 multi~

polarity can be ruled out. because the parity of the 721~keV level is

different from the parity of the ground state,
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The weak alpha group at about 4 0 77 M"'eV is interpreted as the

5/2 7/2- rotational member of the beta band, Its intensity is (9:i:4)%

of the 5/2- member, compared to a ratio of 15% for the corresponding

members of the lower-lying K = 5/2- band,

L Am
243

The low-lying levels of Np239 and the alpha groups of Arn
243

populating them are quite similar to the corresponding structure ob-
. 241 58-61 239 . 243

served III Am decay, The ground states of Np and Am

are 5/2+ [642] 61,62,40 and 5/2_[523],63,40 respectively, and favored

alpha decay of Arn
243

populates the 5/2~[523] state of Np239 at 75 keY,

The alpha singles spectrum of the source employed showed the

f 11 . .. b .. A_ 243 71 a1 C 244 12a1 A __ 241
o oWIng composltlon y actIvIty: ruu _/0, m /0, ruu

238 238+ Pu 12% (mostely Pu ), Coincidence studies have been performed

on each of these nuclides, so it was possible to determine whichtransi-
243

tions belonged to Am Fortunately, the other alpha emitters present

did not interfere with the determination of the Am243 decay scheme,

The alpha spectrum in coincidence with 'I rays > 420 ke V,

Fig, 13(a), shows a prominent coincidence peak at 4,675 MeV, 676 keY

excitation in Np239, intensity (L6±0,5)X10- 5, In coincidence with this

alpha group is the gamma spectrum in Fig, 13(b), It displays mainly a

peak at 654 keY, This peak is interpreted as a 'I ray from the 676-
239 .

ke V state to the ground state of Np ,although there IS a rather large

discrepancy (22 keY) in the energy, The discrepancy is probably due

to a shift in the gamma energy calibration which occurred after sub

stitution of a different pulse-height analyzer into the system, The energy

of the alpha group was accurately reproduced in three measurements,

and this value has been used to determine the exi:::ited-state energy,

The inset in Fig, 1.3 (b), top half shows an attempt to resolve the

gamma spectrum, There are probably four 'I rays leading to the first

four levels of Np239, Transitions to the 15- and 117-keV levels, particu

larly the latter, are so' weak that they can not be considered definitely

established, The level assignments and transition multipolarities, Fig, 13(c),
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Fig. 24313 a, b, c. The alpha decay of Am
(a) Alpha particles in coincidence with y rays> 420 keY.
(b) Ganuna rays in coincidence with the 4.67-MeV alpha
group. The inset shows an attempt to resolve this spec
trum (semilog scale).
(c) Decay scheme for Am243.
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are hypothesized here largely by analogy with the decay scheme for

Am 241. There is no basis in this case for a choice between an M1 and

an E2 assignment for the weaker lines.

The alpha spectrum in coincidence with electrons > 350 keY

also shows population of the 676-keV state with an intensity of 7X10- 7

Total population of the state is (L7±0.5)X10-
5

; HF=5.7±L7, or5.0±L5

relative to the favored alpha transition. This is good evidence for i

dentifying the 676-keV level as the 5/2- beta vibrational state. Most of

the electrons de-exciting the state should undoubtedly be assigned to an

EO transition to the 75-keV level, intensity (6±2}X10 -7.

J. a
-;>

The previous study of this decay scheme was made with a source
.. b 2a1 C 243 16 I h' d h .contalnlng a out 10 m . n t e expenment reporte ereln a

much purer Cm 2,42 sample was used; this simplified the spectra con-

. d bl Th l' . f' . C 242 d C 243Sl era. y. e ear ler asslgnment 0 transltlons to m an m

is seen to be correct, and some new information can be added.

Levels of Pu
238

have previously been observed in the electron-
238 69 - 238

capture decay of Am , and in the 13 decay of Np ,most recently
. 65 66

by Albndge and Hollander and by Borggreen et aL The levels in-

clude 943.1 keY (00+), 984.5 keV{02+), 1030 keV(22+L and 1071 keV(23+).

H · h 7,8,67 fC 242 h .. £56219 -energy gamma spectra 0 m s ow transltlons 0 ,

605, and 890 keY; conversion-electron m.easurem.ents
7

, 8 show a transi

tion at (94L4±2) keY. The 890-keV " ray and the 941-keV electron tran

sition are interpreted as an E2 and an EO transition de-excihng the

943-keV 00+ state to the ground and first excited states. The 562- and

605-keV 'Y rays are characterized as E1 transitions depopulating a 01

state at 605 keY.

Figure 14(a} shows the alpha spectrum in coincidence with"

rays> 350 keY. Two alpha groups in true coincidence populate states

at (950±20) keV with an intensity (2. 5±0. 8)X10 -7, and (613±20) ke V with

intensity (2.6±0. 7)X10 -6. These are interpreted as the 943-keV 00+

state and the 605-keV 01- state. Only the tra.nsition to the 00+ state
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was observed in coincidence with electrons, intensity (3.4±1.0)X10- 7•

Absence of the 605-keV state sets an upper limit of 0.01 on the conver

sion coefficient for y rays de~excitingthis state, confirming their E1,
I

a~signment and the 1- assignment for the state.

Total population of the state at 950 keY is (6±2)X10-
6

, HF:::dO±3

(assuming that the 02+ state at 985 keY is not appreciably populated).

For the 01- state, HF "" 170±50.

They-ray spectrum in coincidence with 0..
950

' Fig. 14(b) shows

predominantly the expected (900±10},~keV E2 'I ray. Weak y rays in the

region of 580 keY are probably due to overlap of the stronger u 613
group in the pulse-height window. The possible 335-keV E1 transition

connecting the 00+ and 01- states is absent or very weak; a limit of 1%

of the total population of the 00+ state applies to this transition.

No alpha decay to the 22+ state at 1030 keY was observed, and

C!. lower limit of 20 can be set on the hindrance factor for thistransi

tion. The decay scheme is shown in Fig. 14(c)o

K.
243

Gm ~
239

Pu

Levels pi ~ll-239 have been observed in the electron-capture de-
239 b8,u4 _ 239 61,69~72

cay of Am and in the 13 decay of Np. Most qf
, 243 73

these levels have also been observed in the alpha decay of Gm

As previously mentioned, the ground state of Pu
239

is 1/2+ l631].

Favored alpha decay of Gm 243 populates a 286 keY level of Pu239. This
243 61 40

level and the ground state of Gm have been assigned 5/2+l622].' ,

Samples of curium prepared by prolonged neutron irradiation of

Am
241 . G 243 d G 244. hI 1 'b db' ., contaIn m an, m ,In roug y equa a un ance y actlvlty,

242 .
after the Gm J has decayed away. Analysis of the alpha and gamma

spectra of the source used in this investigation gave the followingcom~

.. b .. G 243 SOw G 244 45w C 242 4 a1 d Pu238 1Wposlhon y actlvIty: m /0, m/o, In /0, an " /0.

The primary feature of the alpha spectr.a in coincidence with

gamma rays (Fig. 15{a» and electrons (not shown), is a complex peak

at 5.30 MeV. Its intensity is (4.0±1.2)X10~5 in coincidence with. "I rays,

and (5±2)X10-
6

in: coincidence with conversion ele<;:trons. It wa.s possible
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15 a, b, c, d. Alpha decay of CITl
(a) Alpha particles in coincidence with y rays> 380 keY.
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alpha peak (seITlilog scale). The single y-ray peaks drawn
in probably represent only a partial resolution of the spec
trUITl.
(c) Electrons in coincidence with the cOITlplex 5.30-MeV
alpha peak (lithiuITl-drifted electron detector).
(d) Decay scheITle for CITl 243 .
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to partially resolve the complex peak into four components, each in

the a~y spectrum and in the a~e spectrum. The inforrnation obtained

is recorded in Table IlL

The gamma spectrum in coincidence with the complex 5.30-MeV

alpha peak, Fig, 15(b), is very complex, The four states de~excite to

members of the ground~state band of Pu
239

by numerouS y rays in the

energy region 600 to 760 keY, Undoub'tedly the peaks d1rawn into the y

ray spectrum do not represent all the transitions, since many of the pos

sible ones are too closely spaced to be resolved, The intensity of the

gamma spectrum in the 400- to 500-keV region is somewhat too high to

be accounted for by Compton tails of the highter~,lyingpeaks, Possibly

there are weak transitions to m.embers of the K ~ 5/2+ band,

The electron spectrum in coincidence with the complex 5,30~MeV

alpha peak is shown in Fig, 15{c), The K peaks resemble the ::::: 750-keV

gamma peaks of Fig, 15{b), a,lthough the resolution is better, Low-energy

tailing, caused by backscattered electrons, alm.ost masks the weaker

electron lines around 670 keY. The similarity between the electron

and y-ray spectra in coincidence with the 5,30-MeV alpha groups indi

cates that the many transitions involved have similar conversion coeffi

cients. On this assumption, the measured conversion coefficients are

uK:;: 0,08±0,03, u L +M+N+,., "" 0,020±0.006, The transitions have ac

cordingly been assigned Ml,

In the last column of Table HI, the four states observed are de

signated as members of a K"'" 3/2+l631] Nilsson band, Some of the

reasons for this are:

L The energy of the band agrees well with the expected energy

for a 'ihole Ii state of that a.ssignm.ent, 72 The same assign

ment has been given to ~~tate occurring at 312 keV in the
233

level spectrum of U ,

2, The energy spacings of the states agree satisfactorily with

predictions for a K "" 3/2 band with a rotational constant

'liZ
2~ "" 506±O,5,



Table III, Resolution of the complex 5 030-MeV alpha peak of em
243

0

Energy of the Excitation energy Energy separation Intensity per Hindrance Assignment
alpha group in Pu239 from 0.

759
Cm243

0. decay factor K I 'IT [Nn A]
(MeV) (:keV) (keV) z

5 0338±Oo015
a

735±15 ~24±{0 (1.3~~·0~ )X10-
5 200+200

3/2 3/2 + [ 631]
-100

50 315±00 0 10 759±10 (2.1±1.0)X10 -5 100±50 3/2 5/2 +

5. 274±Oo 0 i5 800±15 41±5 (1. 0±0.4)X10 - 5 110±40 3/2 7/2 +

5 0226±Oo015 849±15 90±5 (309±1.6)X10- 6
150±60 3/2 9/2 +

a This alpha group is regarded as questionable. because it is too close to 0-759 to be resolved.
o
(Jl

0'
n
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3. The observed M1 transitions to members of the K :: 1/2+

[631] band probably fix the K quantum number at 1/2 or

3/2; otherwise these transitions would be K-forbidden.

Possible weak transitions to members of the K::5/2+[622]

band are also K-allowed.

4. The observed M1 transitions are also allowed by selection
40

rules for asymptotic quantum numbers. The same applies

to the possible weak transitions to members of the

K :: 5/2 +[622] band.

5. The rela.tive intensities of the alpha groups populating

members of the band are in fair agreement with the values

predicted for an .e :: 2 alpha wave.

6. Hindrance of the alpha transitions is reasonably low, as can

be expected for the od.d-neutron transition 5/2+(622) -3/2+
75 76 ~

[631] .. ,

The decay scheme is shown in Fig. 15(d)o Besides the groups

discussed above, the u=e spectrum gives evidence for a possible alpha

group at 5.11 MeV, intensity limit, 1X10-
7

Another group at 4.94

MeV belongs predominantly to Gm
244

decay (see Section L); th~ same

limit 1X10 -7 applies to a possible Gm243 group at this energy. Below

4.92 MeV, there are no groups with an intensity 5X10~8.

A study of a particles in coincidence with 'I rays> 785 keV

failed to detect any transitions more intense than 5X10- 7 , although

there were several doubtful alpha groups below this intensity limit.

There are no y rays over 900 ke V in coincidence with a particles
-7 .

with an intensity greater than 3X10

In summary, four alpha groups were identified, and from the

data they were assigned as meITlbers of a 3/2+ [631] Nilsson band. No

other alpha groups of Gm243 were positively identified. Within the

limits stated, there is no alpha decay to a state distinguished by low

hindrance factor or strong monopole de-excitation (or both) that might

therefore be cha.racterized as a beta vibration.
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L, Cm
244 a....... Pu 240

The f3 decay of the 7.3-min Np240 populates many states of

Pu
240

, including a 01- state at 597 keY, 00+ and 02+ states at 858 and

900 keV, and a 22+ state at 942 ke V. 77 As previously mentioned, the

alpha spectrum of Cm
244

has been studied in a magnetic spectrograph,

and alpha groups populating states at 863 keY, (L55±0.16)X10-
6

, and
-6 6

903 keV, (0.50±0.08)X10 ,were observed. These states were identi~

fied with the 00+ and 02+ states mentioned above,

Alpha- gamma and alpha-electron coincidence spectra showed

population of levels at (610±20) and (870±15) keV, intensities

(L i±O. 2)X10 -6 and (2. 3±0. 5)X10 -6. The group 0.
610

is identified with

the 01- state, although the peak shape may indicate some population

of the 03- member of the octupole band. The group lio.87 0 Ii is identified

with the doublet 0.863 + 0.
903

mentioned in the last paragraph.

The gamma spectrum in coincidence with 110.
870

VI shows not

only the expected E2 transition at 825 keY, but also 262-, 570-, and

6i0-keV transitions, indicating cascade deca.y via the 01- state, such

as occurs in Th
228

. The conversion coefficient of the 262-keV transi-

tion, measured by a comparison of intensities in the cascade, is

0.15±0.08, which is unambiguous evidence that the transition is EL A

y- Y coincidence experiment confirms the existence of th7e7 cascade,

h " h h 1 b b d " 240 d 240w IC as a so een 0 serve In Np ecay to Pu ,

An alpha spectrum in coincidence with the gamma radiation around

260 keV, taken at higher resolution, shows clearly the doublet to the OOt

and 02-1 state. In addition to confirming the doublet nature of the peak,

this shows that the 02+ level also decays partly via the octupole band,

as would be expected,
'\

The alpha-electron coincidence spectrum shows only one peak

more intense than iX10 - 8, populating the K::: 0 + band, intensity

(9.5±2)X10-
8

. Most of this intensity, (8±2)Xi0·· 8 , is assigned to an EO

transition to the ground state. Failure to observe 0.
610

in the o.-e

spectrum confirms the E1 assignment for transitions from the 610-keV

state, and the 1- assignrnent for the state.
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The EO, E2, and E1 transitions de-ex9ifing the 00+ state were

previously observed in the j3~ decay of Np240, The relative intensities

agree well with the values reported here,

The hindrance factor for the 01~ state is 100±20; for the 00+

and 02+ states, HF::: 3±0.5, and HF == 5±2, respectively, No dE;cay was

observed to the 22+ state at 942 keV, which sets a lower limit of 100 on

the hindrance factor for c;L decay tQ this state,

All this information is summarized in Fig, 16,

a.-- Cm
246

The source for this investigation had the following composition

by alpha activity: Cf
250

96%, Cf
252 3,6±OA%, Ci49 0.4:1:0,1%, The

alpha spectrum in coincidence with electrons> 380 keV showed no

groups in true coincidence with an intensity> 1. 2><'10 ~ 7

Alpha-gamma coincidences were studied by use of the fission

anticoincidence technique to reduce the background from Cl52
tip sions,

Weak alpha peaks appeared in coincidence with 'I rays> 460 keV Cl-t

(5,51±0,02) and (5, 24:1::0,04) MeV 1 intensities 3><'10- 6 and 1><'10 -6, re

spectively' per Cf
250

decay, The 5.51-MeV group was observed to

decay partly by a 'I ray of about 500 keV, intensity about 1><'10~6 This
. 246

could represent a state of Cm at about 510 ke V, However, it could
245. 249

also be a state of Cm ,populated by the decay of Cf with an in-
. . -4 249

tenslty of about 5><'10 per,C£ alpha decay. The 5.24~MeV alpha

group is in coincidence with a complex gamma spectrum in the region

500 to 900 keV,. indicating that it probably belongs to the decay of

Cl49 ,

With the possible exception of the weak group at 5.51 MeV,

there are no alpha transitions to states of Cm246 that are above

~ 500 keY and decay to the ground or first excited state with an inten
-7

sity > 8><'10
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a- Cm
248

Previous coincidence measurements set a. limit of 6X10 -7 on

alpha's coincident with electrons> 400 keY. No groups were observed

in coincidence with y rays> 225 keY; intensity limit, 2X10-
5

When the fis sion anticoincidence:technique was used, no alpha

groups more intense than 8X10-
7

were observed in coincidence with

y rays> 480 keY. The fission anticoincidence counter thus reduced the

background by a factor of about 20.

In a s earchfor the 06+ member of the ground- state band, a y

ray was observed at (160:i:15) keY in coincidence with 5.7~ to 6.0-MeV
I';

a particles, intensity (Z.0±0.6)X10-·). This is identified with the

6+ Ji:..2 4+ transition. The theoretical conversion coefficient for this

transition is of 3.3; based on this value, alpha decay populate~ the
r

06+ state at (Z03:J::15) keY with an intensity (6.6J:2.2}X10-·', HF=1170±350.

O. E
253 ~ BkZ49

The primary source of information about the levels of Bk
249

is
253 78 79

the alpha decay of E Most recent studies ' reveal a large num-

ber of levels, many of which have been assigned. to rotational bands

built on the Nilsson states 7/2+[633], ground state; 3/Z-[5Z1],8.8keV;

and 5/2+[642],.393 keY, Favored alpha decay of E
253

populates the

ground state with an abundance of 900/0.

In ITly experiITlents, five alpha spectra were taken in coincidence

with y rays, gating at different gaITlma energies. These show a compli

cated structure in the region above 600 keY excitation in Bk
249

. Be

low this energy, the spectrum of wea.k alpha groups is ma.sked by more

intense transitions to ITleITlbers of the K ::: 5/2+ band, which decay by

proITlpt M1 transitions to meITlbers of the ground-state band. Figure 17

shows one of the alpha~garnITla spectra.

Four different gaITlma spectra were ta.ken in coincidence with

a particles, gated on different regions of the alpha spectruITl (see

PHW I S in Fig. 17). Since ITlany alpha groups were only partially
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resolved, each of the gamma spectra represents the de-excitation of

a num.ber of states; nevertheless, considerable information was gained

about the de-excitation of some of the states,

A single alpha spectrum in coincidence with electrons > 500
-8

keV contained no peaks more intense than 3X10 There is thus no

indicp.,tion that any of the states observed decays by strong monopole

transitions,

Table IV lists the states observed and the information obtained

about them, A state at (617±10) keV, populated with an intensity

(2A±LO)X10-
6

in coincidence with y rays, is assigned as the 13/2+

member or the K:::: 5/2+[642] rotational band, Allowing for M1 con~

version of the y rays de-exciting this state to members of the ground

state band, one finds the total alpha population is (3A±L4)X10-
6

, Asaro

has predicted a group populating this state at about 610 keV with an

intensity of about 5X10 - 6 The other levels listed in Table IV have

not been a.s signed, becaus e the data are not sufficient to rnake unambig

uous choices among the many Nilsson states in this regiono

The hindra.nce factors listed in the table are all high with the

exception of the value 60 for the 921-keV leveL. Relative to the least

hindered transition, this hindrance factor is only 30, However, the

conversion coeffi,cient for the (895±15)~keV y ray de"exciting the state

is < 3%, . If this transition is to be predominantly E2, rather than E1,

it can have an EO component no greater than 10/0, This rules out the pos

sible interpretation of the 921-keV state as a beta vibration, in spite

of the relatively low hindrance factor, As noted in the table, the alpha

transition to this "state II appears to be complex, so that the actual

hindrance factor could be higher by a factor of L 5 or sOo

An alpha spectrum of E
253

has shown the existence of a gf?UP

at 6,39 MeV, 250 keY excitation in E
253

, intensity about 2X10 - 5 It

was thought that this might be the 7/2-[514] Nilsson level, which should

decay to the ground-state band. by E1 transitions, Table V gives the

negative results of a search for this alpha group in coincidence with



Table IV.
249. 253

States of Bk observed III the alpha decay of E

De -excitation

Excitation
energy

in Bk
249

(keV)

I . E 253
ntensIty per

a decay in coinco
with y rays

Hindrance
factor

Gamma rays,
energy
(keV)

Conversion
coefficient

Assignm.ent
As signment of state

617±10 (2.4±1. 0 )X10- 6
550±250 Not rneasured Not (M1) 5/2 13/2 +l642J

a rneasured

(600±10) (6±3 ) X10- 7
4000±2QOO fCmnplex spectrum of r

(642:1=10)
_7 a

7000±3500 y ray~ o. Pos33l"?le ~ ~ Not(2±1) X10

(3±1.5)X10-
7a transItlons: :J50, 5S:J, d

(6S7±10) 2 4 / 4 ITleasureSOO±1 00 0 0 keV o No y rays I
I

X10-
7a t'Lto 1 V

(712±10) (2±1) 3000±1500 l > C ~ Ke 0 .... 0"-
~

74S±10 (2.7±008)X10- 7
1400±400 746±10 {< 0.04

('tE2, or
«790)) 4X10- 8 6000 799±10 E1

921±10 (S±3 ) X10- 7
60±20 (S95±15 < 0.03

E2, or
(complex) ! «920)) E1

'-

«966)) 1X10- 7 240

!
< 0.10

«1010)) 1X10- 7 120 Not observed < 0.10

«1060)) 4X10- 8 180 < 0040

«1110)) SX10- S 50 < 0015

a The intensities of these transitions may be higher if the states decay partially by y rays
No parentheses around the energy means that an a or y transition is d.efinitely established.
parentheses means that there is some intensity, but the peak position is uncertain o Double
indicate that the transition is doubtful.

< 500 keY.
Single
parentheses
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Table V. Limit on possible coincidences between 6.39-MeV
a particles and prompt gamma radiation « 0,06fLsec).

Energy of coincident y radiation
(keV)

125 to 170

170 to 200

200 to 300

I ·, E 253 dJlmlt per 01. ecay

2X10- 6

5X10- 7

1X10- 7

gamma radiation, It is concluded that the alpha grou.p does not popu

late the expected 7/2- state, It could be an alpha branch fTom the {3

. E 255 h 3~7 h {3- . E 254 E 253 1 hemltter or t e - our emltter , or an a p a group

in coincidence with delayed or highly converted transitions,

F
254 ap, m -t>

No alpha groups are observed in coincidence with high-energy

radiation. The alpha spectrum in coincidence with ele~trons > 300 keY

establishes an intensity limit of 1X10- 7 on possible transitions. In co

incidence with y rays > 400 keV, a limit of 1X10
co6

is established.
250 -

A 1032s<feV 22+ state of C£ has been observed in the {3 cle-

f k 250 . h dcay 0 B From my results, the hindrance factor for alp a e-

cay to this state is > 18.

Alpha decay to the 06+ member of the ground-state band was ob

served in another experiment. It decays by a y ray at (151±5) keY to

the 04+ state with an intensity of (LO±0.3)X1Q-5. This places the 06+

state at (290±5) keY, The theoretical conversion coefficient for this E2

y ray is 3.95, As suming that value, one finds the total alpha intl,')nsity to
r-

the 06+ state is (4.0±L2)X10-::>, or HF :::: 1300±400.
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V, DISCUSSION

Interesting featu.res of the level structure and decay schemes for

some of the nuclides studied are considered in this section, Systematics

of the levels is considered in Section VI,

Levels of Rn 218

This nucleus falls into the near-harm.onic region - deformable

nuclei that have low-energy vibrational structure, but whose equilibrium

shape is thought to be sphericaL Although there is expected to be an

abrupt change in structure when one goes from spherical to axially

symmetric nuclei, there is considerable evidence that the properties

of some levels vary smoothly across the boundary around neutron num

ber 135, 23 An example of this is the behavior of the 1- states (see

Fig, 19), Particularly interesting are the relative intensities of the E1

transitions de-exciting these states to the lower-lying 0+ and 2+ state$,

For a nucleus with axial symmetry, the intensity ratio, after correctiop.

for the thirdoopower energy dependence of the E1 transition rate, de-
. 81

pends only on vector addition coefficients, ,. For the K;o: 0 states, the

predicted ratio is

B(E1, 1- -- 2+) ~ 2
BTEr;l- - OtT'~ .

For nonspherical nuclei, all measured values of this ratio are within

experimental error of 2. Surprisingly, the rule appea~r's to hold also

for spherical nuclei, for which K is not a good quanturn number.

If the 1- a,ssignment for the 792-keV state of Rn
218

is correct,

this is the first case in which the rule breaks down; the measured ratio

is 11:1:3, It should be noted, however, that if the a.s signrnent is wrong,

and the 846,okeV level is the 1·, state, then the ratio is 3,2:1:0.9, close

to the value found for other '1- sta.tes.

234
Levels of U

As mentioned in the introduction, '{- ray singles and electron~K

x- ray coincidence spectra established the existence of 0+ states in
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U
234 and Pu238 , 238 242excited by the alpha decay of Pu and em . In

hoth cases, the 0+ states were characterized by low hindrance factors

(;$ 20) and de-excitation to the first two members of the ground-state

band by EO and E2 transitions of roughly equal intensity. These char

acteristics have been used to define a "regular beta vibrational state. ,j16

A surprising result of my work is the observation that the 02+

member of the beta band in U
234

is poorly populated in alpha decay. It

seems more reasonable to expect the relative population of the 00+ and

02+ members of the beta band to be similar to the ratio for alpha decay

to the corresponding members of the ground-state band. For compari

son of different nuclides, including odd-mas sones, it is convenient to

define the quantity

W (2nd member of beta band)/W (1st member of beta band)
R «(3/f)- a a

a -W(2nd member of favored band>TW (1st member of favored band) ,
a a

where the W I S are the alpha intensities to the states in parenthesis
a

and the favored band is the band containing the state to which alpha

transitions are only slightly hindered, 1. e., the 'Ilbase VI state for a

beta vibration observed in alpha decay.

For the beta band of U
234

, RW/f) < 0.26, compared with an expected
a

value of ::::: 1.

Levels of Th
228

Th 0 2 b f h b b d · Th2 28 l' 1 d . he + mem er 0 t e eta an 1n . a so 1S popu C\,te W1t

unexpectedly low intensity. This state has never been observed, but it

must certainly lie about 58 keY above the 00+ state. For this nucleus,

R «(3/f) is again < 0.26.
a 228

The 00+ state of Th de-excites about 90% by an E1 '{ ray to

the lower-lying 01- "octupole vibrational state. B Although this 497-keV

E1transition has an estimated single-particle lifetime much shorter

than the competing E2 transition to the 58-keV 02+ state, it is forbidden

by the vibrational modeL The lifetimes of the states are not measured

in my experiment, but one does obtain a useful parameter for comparison
82

of different cases, the ratio of the reduced transition probabilities;-



B(Eil = } 05"'10- 6 A,2/3
B(E2) L /,

W(E1)
W(E2) , (1)

where A is the atomic number of the nucleus,

EE2 and EE1 are the energies of the competing transitions,

In MeV,

and
W(E1)/W(E2) is the experimentally observed intensity ratio

for the two transitions.

" B(E1)._ +00 -3
In thIS case, B(E2) - (108_ 0 .

9
)X10 . Values of B(E2) mea-

sured in the Coulomb excitation of other beta vibrational states all fall

1 5 " I " 1 ( ) " 34,83 Th ] blin the range to SIng e~partlc e s. p. unIts. e p .ausi e

assumption that this holds roughly true in all cases makes it possible

to estimate the absolute transition probability for the E1; in this case,
-3

B(E1) 2; 10 s. p. units. Since E1 transitions in heavy elementEi are

quite generally retarded by at least two or three orders of magnitude,

this becomes a rather fast EL Nevertheless, since the matrix ele

ments are small, the presence of this E1 is not necessarily in serious

disagreement with the vibrational modeL A small impurity in the wave

function of either the 00+ (beta vibrational) or the 01- state could ac

count for the relative speed of the transition.

It was mentioned in Section IV. B that the beta vibrational band
228 " 31of Th was expected to he at about 520 keV, on the basis of mea-

sured distortion of the ground-state rotational band, presumably caused

by vibration- rotation interaction~ There are now indications that the

ground-state band and beta band interact more strongly than previously

d 83,84 F' h" "" t " . f" d h bexpecte . or t IS reason, It IS no surpnslng to In t e eta

band of Th228 at a higher energy. 84

It is nevertheless interesting to consider the significance of

failure to observe any alpha population of a hypothetical state. One

pos sible approach is bas ed on the fact that the outgoing a particle can

excite the nucleus by electromagnetic interactions when it is outside the

range of specifically nuclear forces. This process is closely analogous
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to Coulombic excitation by accelerated ions, and unlike that for nuclear

interactions, the probability for Coulomb excitation can be calculated

precisely (I am indebted to Dr, John A. Rasmussen for showing me this

calculation), as follows:

The motion of a backscattered ion in Coulomb excitatic')11. is

symmetrical about t ::: 0, the time of closest approa.ch, An a particle

emerging from a decaying nucleus travels the second half of this tra

jectory, so that the excitation amplitude is in this case just half that

calculated for an a-particle projectile, with the same c, m, energy,

in a 180" orbit. The excitation cross section, which is proportiQnal

to the square of the amplitude, is just 1/4 the value calculated for a
85

proj ectile, or (for an electric excitation)'

-2~+2a

where

z and m
O

are the charge and reduced mass of the daughter

nucleus,

is a tabulated function,and

vi and v
f

are the velocities of the a particle at radius 00 1;>e

fore and after exciting the nucleus,

B(E~) is the reduced transition probability for the electric trans

ition of multipole order~,

S := ~ze2 (_J_ ~ _,~\ ,
11 vi vi)

dfE~
dn "

The probability that a given alpha decay will excite the nucleus is ob

tained by dividing this expression by the Rutherford cross section:

Wa,(f)

W (i)
a

-2 ~
a (2)
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Consider the hypothetical 517~keV 0+ state of Th
228

Thirty-
232228

two percent of U alpha decays populate the 58~keV 2+ level of Th .

The eITlerging a particle can then excite the daughter nudeus froITl this

state to the 0+ state by an E2 interaction. 'From forITlula {2), the £rac~

tion of decays to the 2+ state that will be followed by further E2 exci··

tationis'

The experiITlental limit on a.lpha branching to the hypothetical 0+ state

is 5X10 -8, or

Therefore,
~68 4

B{E2, 2+ -t> 0+ i } < 2.9X10 cm '" 3 8. p. units.

The calculation shows that there is no state at 517 keY that has

an E2 transition probability to the 2+ meITlber of the ground-state ba.nd

grea.ter than 3 s. p. (single~particle)units. Since beta vibrational states

have E2 transition rates of just this order, the calculation does not

rule out the existence of a. 517-keV beta vibration.

More practically, the calculation shows that the excitation of 0+

states in alpha decay is not due to CouloITlb interaction occurring when
228

the a particle is outside the nucleus. For the 825-keV state of Th ,

as well as the other 0+ states found in this work, Coulomb excitation

accounts for les s than 1% of the alpha population.

Levels of U
232

A low hindrance fa.ctor and strong ITlonopole decay place the

693-keV 0+ state of U
232

in the class of iiregular ii beta vibrations.

However, alpha decay fails to populate the 735-keV 2+ ITleITlber of the

band, as was also observed for the beta bands of U
234

and Th
228

. In

this case, favora.ble circUITlstances made ,it possible to set a low liITlit:
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The 00+ state was not observed to decay by E1 transitions to

the 565-keV 01- state, The ratio of reduced transition probabilities,

/
-4

B(E1) B(E2), is less than 1X10 ..• at least an order of magnitude lower

than the value for the corresponding transitions in Th228 ,

Levels of Np237

The Am.
241

a-'( coincidence spectrum gives evidence for popu

lation of the second member of the beta band, The measured value of

R ((3/f) is O,6±O,3,
a

The 5/2- member of the beta band decays partly by 't~ray transi-

tions to the first two members of the 5/2-[523] band at 60 and 103 keV,

The relativ.e intensities of these transitions should depend only on the
:8;1

transition energies and the appropriate vector addition coefficients.

The second column of Table VI lists the experimental intensities, nor

malized to a sum of L Columns 3 and 4 give the theoretical intensities

for M1 and E2 transitions, The agreement is reasonable for M1 is,

but it is unsatisfactory for EZ is,

It is well known that mixing of two rotational bands (in this case

the beta band and the band on which it is based) can have a considerable

effect on the relative intensities of transitions between them. Calcula

tions have been carried out for the effect of mixing on the E2 branching

. f 2- ,13~,B1;,66 d I f E2b h'rahos rom Z+ states, an more recent y, or ranc lng

from gamma vibrational sta.tes of odd~ma.ss nuclides, 9

It is not difficult to do a semi-empirical calcula.tion for the beta

vibrational bands, (I am indebted to Dr. Frank S. Stephens, .Ir" for

showing me these calculations, ) If one assumes CorioUs mixing, the

amplitude of the beta vibrational state of spin I admixed into the base

state of the same spin is

-[ 1(1+1) - K(K±1)] E

In this expression, E is a pa.rameter to be fixed by experiment, and

the choice of + or - depends on whether the mixing is effected through

an intermedia.te state ha.ving K i ;;:: K + 1, or K' ;:: K - L The choice

of sign is unimporta.nt, because the sign as well as the dependence on
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Table VI. M1 '- E2 'I-ray branching from the
721-keV 5/2 5/2~, state of Np237.

Final state Relative intensity (normalized to a sum of 1)

K I
Energy

7T (keV) Experimental M1 E2
E2, corrected for

mixing
----~---------_.

5/ 2

5/2

5/2

5/2

7/2

9/2

60

103

158

O.84±O,10

0.16±0.10

< 0,05

0.76 0,46

0,24 0,43

0.11

K drop out of the expressions for the: branchi.ng ratios, Since the value

of II is experimentally determined, only the dependence on I is a re~

sult of the specific choice of Coriolis forces, The amplitude of the base

state mixed into the beta vibrational state with the same spin is

1.1(1+1) - K{K±1)]~ .

Corrected branching ratios d.re obtained by multiplying the un~

corrected values by a factor chosen from Table VII. Here Q
g

and

QR. are the intraband (rotational) and interband reduced t~cansition
t-'~g

amplitudes,

Current studies of E2 branching f.rom the 02+ members of the

beta bands of Th
232

and U
238

(reference 83) indicate a value of

E (Q /QR. ) ~ + 0,05, Column 5 of Table VI gives the corrected E2
g t-'-g

branching ratios for the 72.1~keV state of Np237, assuming this value

for E (Q /QR. ). There is no experimental informdJtion on which to
g t-'-g

base corrections for M1 transitions, although these are probably

smaller,

The corrected EZ branching ratios are farther from the experi~.

mental values than the uncorrected ones, Unless the sign of

€ (Qg/Qf3-g) in Np237 is different from the same sign in Th
232

and

U
238

, the mixing corrections can serve only to widen the gap between

observed branching ratios and the ratios predicted for E2 transitions,
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Table VII. Coriolis mixing corrections to theoretical E2 bra:nc;;hiI).g ratios
for transitions between two rotational bands with ~K =o.

Transition

1--1-2
Q 2

l 1 - (41 - 2) E Q g, ]
f3-g

I - I - 1

2

I -- I 1

Qg
2

1--1+ 1 l1 + (2.1 + 2) E ]
Qf3-g

Q
g

2

I - I + 2 l1 + (41 + 6) E

Qf3-g

!f II
i
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The transitions are therefore assigned M1 multipolarities with rea

sonable certainty. The failure to observe a transition to the I = 9/2

level (see the last row of fable VI) is further evidence that the transi

tions are M1.

The M1 transitions de-exciting the "beta vibrational" state of
237

Np contradict a specific prediction by the vibrational model. The

data in fact give no indication that the expected E2 transitions occur,

and these are probably lower in intensity than the M1! s by a factor of

at least five. On the as sumption that the E2' s are on the order of a

few s. p. units, the M1 i S are at least a few hundredths of a s. p. unit.

The breakdown of the vibrational model is in this case more serious

than that indicated by the E1 transitions that de-excite the beta vibra

tional states of Th
228

and Pu
240

.

The E1 transitions that also de-excite the 5/2- beta vibration
237

in Np are anotheer curious feature of the decay scheme. If one again

assumes that the beta vibrational state de-excites by E2 transitions of

1 s. p. unit, and by M1 transitions that are at least five times as fact,

then these Et transitions have a reduced transition probability of at
-5

least 3X10 s. po units 0

In this case, the E1 transitions connect the qibeta vibration Ii

with a state of different intrinsic structure. This is indicated in ng. 18

by schematic ''vibrational-model wave functions. II (Rotational functions

and symmetrization have been omitted for simplicity. ) The lifetime of

the 60-keV E1 transition between the 5/2 5/2- [523] ljJvib{n(3 = 0) state

and the 5/2 5/2t [642] ljJ "b (n(3 ;.~ 0) state has been directly measured
_8 VI -6

and found to be 6.3X10 second .. corresponding to a B(E1) of 8X10

s. p. units. From my work, it appears tha.t the reduced rate of the

transition 5/2 5/2- [523]ljJvib(n(3 "-, 1) :§.1 5/2 5/2t [642] ljJvib(n(3 = 0)

is actually larger. Although this is unreasonable if one assumes a

vibrational model, it should be borne in mind that the E1 matrix

elements are still very small, so that the transition rates can be affected

by very small impurities in the states.

It is interesting to note that Diamond et a1, have recently ob

served "forbidden" Ml~ s de -exciting gamma vibrational bands of Tb 159
169

and Tm . These authors have also noted the existence of a fairly
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Fig. ~8. Galllllla-ray transitions in Np237.



fast E1 transition between one of the gamma. vibrational bands of

H 16 5 d h f d' ff '" 9o an a.not er state 0 1 erent Intr1l1S1C structure.

Levels of Np239

The beta vibrational states found in U
235

and Np239 may also

de-excite partly by M1 transitions to the base states, but in these

cases it was not determined whether the transitions are M1 or E2. The

transitions from the beta vibration to its base state in Np239 are much

weaker than the E1 transitions to the ground state, in contrast to the

d · b "b' 1 f N 237 hI"correspon Ing eta VI ratlona state 0 . p ,were t le transnhons to

the base state a.re twice as fast as the E1 is to the ground state.

It would be interesting to know whether this is because transi~

. h b . N 239 1 h h h' h .hons to t e aBe state In I pare sower t _an t.ose W 1C _ occur In

Np237 (possibly because the M1 component is lower in Np239), or

because the E1 transitions are faster. In connection with the latter

possibility, it may be worth while to note that the lifetime of the E1

from the 76~keV 5/2 5/2~ [523] state to the ground state of Np239 is

:::: 10~9 sec. 88 This represents a reduced transition probability more

than 30 times that of the corresponding 60~keV E1 in Np237 This could

be related to (possibly) enhanced E1 transitions from the beta band of

N
239

P .

Levels of Pu
239

The assignment of a new Nilsson level and the failure to observe

a beta band have already been discussed. This failure is disappointing,

but not alarming; a beta band with about the same energy (above the

band. £avoredin alpha decay) , hindrance factor, and EO/E2 ratio as the

940~keV 00+ state of Pu
238

would fall just below the experimental intensity

limits.

It should be pas sible to Coulom.bc~excite a beta vibration based

on the ground state of Pu
239

. This should be particularly interesting,

in light of the very different characteristics of the 00+ states of Pu238

and Pu
240

. Coulomb excitation of the odd~m.ass nuclei U
235

and
237

Np also offers interesting possibilities. In both cases, the beta

vibration ba.sed on the ground sta.te, which should. be strongly populated

in Coulomb excitation, is not the one observed in alpha. decay. It Inight
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prove highly enlightening to compare two beta bands of the same nu

cleus based on different intrinsic states, Np237, whose K::: 5/2- [523J

beta band displays irregular de-excitation, would be a good nucleus in

which to make such a comparison,

Levels of Pu240

The 02+ member of the beta band in Pu
240

is populated, From
6 -.

the measurements by Asaro and Perlman R <f3/f) = 1.1±Oo 2, This is
0-

more in line with the expected value z 1, but in marked contrast to the
228 232 234

low values for Th ,U' ,and U ,

In other respects, the beta band of Pu
240

is highly irregular,

It decays partly by E1 transitions to the 61.0~keV 01~ state, The value

of B(E1)/B(E2) is (L7±0,3)X10~3, so that these E1 transitiOJ;ls are

probably on the or<I1er of 10 - 3 s, po units 0 Corresponding E1 transitions

were not observed in the neighboring nucleus Pu
238

, for which

/
-6

B(E1) B(E2) is less than 7X10 ,lower by a factor of more than 200.

A more striking difference between the beta bands of Pu238

and Pu
240

is the relative strength of the monopole transition, This is

conveniently expressed by the parameter 89 fJ-K(O 1-. 2) = W K(EO)/W,,(E2L
where the W' s are the K-electron and gamma intensitief> de -exciting

h F h b 'b' f P 240 0 1 0 03 dtestate, . or t e eta VI ratlon 0 U ,IJ'K :::: .' ±, ,compare

to a value 1,0±0,3 for Pu238 ,

In spite of this strange behavior, the beta band in Pu240 has a

very low hindrance fa_ctor. This may indicate that a low hindrance

factor is characteristic of a broader class of 0+ states than "regular II

beta vibrations, As mentioned in Section IV.A, it appears that the

1046-keV 0+ state of U
234

may be popula_ted by alpha decay with an
-8

intensity slightly below 1X10 ,corresponding to a hindrance factor

of z 10,

Nuclei heavier than Pu240

Since the beta vibrational states appear to be populated strongly

in most of the nuclei studied, it is surprising tha.t none were found in

the very heavy nuclei.

beginning of Section V,

"Regular II beta bands, as defined near the

do not exist below 940 keY in Cm
246

, 830
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keY in Cm
248

, 1.280 keY in Bk
ZA9

, or 1150 keY in cl50 . Therefore,

the energies, the hindrance factors, or both a.re higher in th.ese nu~

clides. Neither have 1- states been observed in nuclei heavier than

Pu
240

.

Although it would be interesting to investigate the heaviest nu

clides more thoroughly , it is generally difficult to produce them in suf-

f · 0 t . C 246. "I bl' ff" b .lClen quantlty. m IS aVal a e In SU lClent amounts, ut It must

be isotope .. sepa.rated from la:l:'ge quantities of Cm244. Pure Cf249 is

now available, or will be soon. Cf
246

probably offex·s the best hope.

This isotope can be prepared rather easily by an (0.,2n» reaction on

C
244

m .

Other lighter alpha emitters

A number of lighter alpha. emitters reamin to.be studied by this

technique. Cm240 ca.n be produce<! in good yield by the bombardment of

Pu
239

with 0. particles, although the Cm241 also produced emits ln~

tense 'Y rays which may interfere seriously with coincidence studies.
234 d d . 233 ( 3) 234 . . 11Pu can be pro uce by th.e reactlOn U (1" n P", ,but Its sma

. . 242 d 233 f' blalpha branchmg .1S a dra.wback. Pu an U may be pro :lta y

t d · d . . f h' 1 . f' ., . Th 230 . d d's U le In spIte o. t. elr ow speCl lC actlvltles. ~ IS a. goo can 1~

date for study. Am.ang the isotopes lighter tha.n this, serious difficulties

often develop from. the growtho£ da.ughter activities into the sample. Of

course, more information about the alpha emitters already st1udied ma.y

be obtained by this techniqueo Time and temporary experimental limi~

tations were important fa.ctors in defining the scope of the experiments

reported here.
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VI, SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Most of the new information presented in this paper concerns

the 00+ states and analogous states in three odd-mas s nuclei, the

"beta vibrations. Vi No ga.mma vibrations have been observed in alpha

decay. In one case, the alpha decay of Cm
244

, the hindrance factor

for decay to the 22+ state must be larger than 100.

Some new knowledge of octupole vibJ:?ations has been obtained.

This includes possible observation of alpha decay to a. 01~ state of
234

U with a rather low hindrance factor, and the observation of a state

. U 235 h' h' b hI ~ bIn w IC IS pro a y an octupoJ.e vi ration of the saITle character,

also with a low hindrance factor, In Rn 218, a probable 1~ state has

been observed whose E1 branching ratios give the first indica.tion of a

breakdown in the K quantum number. Most interesting is the observa-
, 236

tion of a possible K::: 2- octupole band m U

The energies and known hindrance factors for the lowest ITlem

bel'S of the octupole bands are shown in Fig, 19, The smooth trends in

the 1- states are quite obvious,

The energies and hindrance factors for the beta vibrations are

h · 2 h . f h ' Th 2 3 2 d U 2: 38
s .own In Fig. 0, T e energIes 0 t e 0+ states In an

are taken from the work of Stephens and Diamond, 83 All other points

are taken from my work,

Both the energies and the hindrance factors show sma.ll varia

tions which cannot be explained by a. simple vibrational modeL The

hindrance factors appear to decrease somewhat with increasing mass

number, and the energy plot seeITlS to have a broad minimum around

mas s number 230, The particularly low energies of the beta vibrations

in the neptunium isotopes may be caused by coupling to the odd proton,

f . 235 b 11The effect 0 the odd neutron In U appears to e sma er,

It is surprising that the energies of the beta vibrations are not

much lower in the lightest nuclides studied. These nuclei are supposedly

very "soft" to f3 deformations, those which preserve axial symmetry.

Th228 is supposed to be particularly deformable, but its beta vibration
226 222

occurs at rather high energy, The 0+ states of Th and Ra probably
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Fig. 19. (a) Energies of the "octupole II states. Many of the
points are taken from other literature.

(b) Hindrance factors for alpha transitions to the
"octupole II states. The hindrance factor for the state
assigned K"" 1/2- in U235 has been divided by 2.5,
the hindrance factor for the favored transition.
Many of the points are taken from other literature.
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lie even higher. Although not enough is known about the 0+ states in

the mass region 2,20 to 230, it already appears that the current ideas

about deformation energies m.ay not be entirely correcL It should also

be noted that the iisoftnes s Ii toward odd-paTity deformations, as indicated.

by the low energies of the 1- states in this region, ha.s not been satis

factorily explained.

Figure 21 shows the observed. ratios of K electrons to E2(+M1)

y rays de-exciting the first members of the beta bands o For even~even

nuclides, conservation of a.ngular mon'lentum. forbids M1 transitions, so

Points for

and

For odd.-rnass nuclides, the quantity
237

In the case of Np ,

this ratio is equal to flK{O i -- 2)0

plotted can be lower than f-L if M1 is occur.
K

M1 is have actually been shown to de-excite the beta ba.nd.

Th
232

and U
238

are again taken from the work of Stephens

D o d 83lamon .
. , 228 230 ?32

Sin~ilar values of f-L
K

are observed. m. 1 h co Th , U<" ,

U
234

, and Pu
238

The value of fL
K

is lower for the beta vibrations of

Th232 and U
238

• observed in Coulom.b excita.tion, and it is especially

240 b 1 f 1 f U 236
low in Pu . It m.ay e ow or t le 00+ state 0 , hut this point

is based. on questionable observationso

On the basis of a vibrational model fL
K

should depend mainly

on 13, the equilibrium deformation of the nucleus, which varies only

1· h 1 f h ' . :1' d 90, 89 1'1 b ds 19 t Y over most a t ~e mass regIon stucle . _ le 10 serve

f . f . 1 'j h h d b ,238 dluctuatlons a f-L
K

, parbcu ar.ty t e scarp rop etween Pu an

Pu
240

, are evidence for some noncollective character in the Ot st,lteso
8q

Vibrational~modelcalcula.tions' , actually show f-L
K

to be sHghtly higher
240 . 238 .

in Pu than ln Pu 0

9)
Recent theoretical calculations by Marsha.lek· J show the energies

240
of the beta vibrations approaching the energy gap at Pu and heavier

nuclides. This may be related to tbe 10'1.1 value of jJ'K in Pu
240

, as well
246 C 248 Bk249 das the failure to observe beta vib:,:,at:ions in Cm , rn ,_ an

Cf
250

0 A description of the Y'Ibeta vibra.tions lias particle states might shed

some light on the behavior of these states in the heaviest nuclides, and

could also explain anomalies such as occur in the de~excitationof the beta

vibration in Np237 Voros et 0.1. have calculated that two quasi~particle
_ 240 244 92

0+ states should lie as low as 102 MeV In Pu and Cm. .
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Fig. 21. WK(EO)/W (E2 + M1) for the "beta vibrational" states.
For even-eveh nuclei this quantity is equal to
f.LK(O I -5> 2). For odd-mas s nuclides, the quantity may be
lower than f.LK if the "beta vibrational" state de-excites
partially by M1 transitions. This is actually known to
occur in N p 237.
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The similarities between a m.ajority of the iibeta vibrations"

must nevertheles s be accounted for. Perhaps the states can best be

described as a mixture of vibrations with one or several quasi~particle

states.
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